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ON THE RAMAYANA. 

The question regarding the composition of the 

B dm ay ana has assumed an entirely new phase* 

since the labours of D’Alwisf have made us ac¬ 

quainted with the Buddhist conception of the 

R a ma-saga, and of one of the legends interwoven 

with it by Y ä 1 m i k i, the Yajnadattabadha. 

For there are important differences between this 

Buddhist account and the representation given by 

Y a 1 m i k i; and the former bears so plainly the 

impress of a higher antiquity, that it cannot well 

be doubted that it belongs to an earlier age. This 

is indeed the conclusion to which D’Alwis himself 

has been led. Leaving out of view many minor 

particulars, the main points of difference are these 

—1, That Bama and his brother Lakshmana 

are sent by their father into exile during his life¬ 

time, with the sole object of protecting them from 

the intrigues of their step-mother; 2, that S i t a, 

* Conf. Indische Streifen, II. 383, 384. 

t Attanagaluvahsa, p. 166ff., Colombo 1866, in the Dasarct- 

ihaj&taka, Jat. XI. (46), 7, and in the S&ma/j&taka, Jat. XXI. 
(56), 3. See Excursus, at the end. 



4 ON THE KAMAYANA. 

wlio is here surnamed devi,* is the sister, not the 

wife of Rama, and that she voluntarily joins her 

two brothers in their banishment; 3, that at the close 

of his exile, which in this account lasts only twelve 

years, Rama immediately returns, assumes the 

reins of government, and only then marries his 

sister S i t ä ; and consequently, 4, that the rape of 

Sita by Rävana, and the whole expedition 

against Lanka, are entirely wanting! And, in¬ 

deed, we are now in a position to point out that the 

entire narrative, even of the exile itself, has, to a 

large extent, been anticipated in Buddhist legends- 

In Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dham- 

mapada (ed. Fausböll, p. 303), for instance, there 

is found a legend of king Brahmadatta in 

Baränasi, who in like manner exiles his 

two sons, prince Mahimsasaka and prince 

Chanda (Chandra), to secure them against 

their step-mother, to whom he has granted the 

fatal permission to choose anything she may 

wish; and their younger step-brother, prince 

Suriya (Sürya), on whose account they are sent 

away, spontaneously joins his fortunes to theirs 

* Devi seems here to mean simply Princess. Conf. M a d r i 

d e v i in Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. llöff.; also Fausböll, 

Dhammapada, p. 174,5 ; 417,21 (where, indeed, — aggamahesi, 

first queen). Or are we to see here a reflection of the divinely 

honoured Sita of the g r i h y a ritual ? 
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and accompanies them in their exile. * Again, 

as bearing on our subject, we meet with the simply 

told, yet truly captivating, legend of the origin 

of Buddha’s ancestors, that is of the 6 a k y a 

and the K o 1 i y a families, which is found in 

Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Suttani- 

pdta, (II. 13), and has been published by the present 

writer, with a translation, according to Fausb oil’s 

edition of the text.f In this legend the Ikshvaku 

* The conclusion of this legend is, that on the death of the 

father, the three princes return home; the eldest takes posses, 

sion of the throne, prince Chandra assumes the wpar&ja 

dignity, and prince S u r i y a becomes commander-in-chief* 

The incident, for the sake of which the legend is narrated, is 

interesting, among other reasons, because it in some degree 

recalls an episode of the R&m&ya/na. In the Yuddhakd/nda, as 

Hanumant is fetching from the mountain Gandhamädana the 

plant (visalyakarani) which has the power of bringing to life 

again, he is attacked by a gr&M, which drags every living thing 

down into the water. Similarly here in Buddhaghosa a 

dalca- that is an uddaka-rakkhasa, living on Himavant, 

has received from Vessavana (Vaisravana) the power to drag 

down into his pond all who do not know the divine command; 

and this fate befalls the two younger princes; but, by in¬ 

formation that satisfies the rakkhasa, the eldest manages to 

deliver his brothers out of their difficulty. The full text of 

this Jat aka has now been published by Fausböll, Dasaratha- 

Jdtaka (Copenhagen, 1871), pp. 38-46. 

f See Monatsberichte der K. Ak. d. W. 1859, p. 330fF.; Ind. 

Stud. Y. 415ff.; Ind. Streifen, I. 235 ff.; and Rogers, Buddha- 

ghosa’s Parables, p. 175. The legend had already been made 

known by Tumour, Csoma Körösi, and Hardy, if not textually, 

at all events in substance. See also Emil Schlagintweit, Die 

Könige von Tibet (München, 1866), pp. 13, 32fF. 

1* r 
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king, Ämbafctharäjan, to please a young wife, 

exiles all his elder children, fonr sons and five 

daughters. The young princes, when they have 

reached the forest, intermarry with their sisters, 

with the view of providing a mutual safeguard 

against the degeneracy of their race through me'saU 

liance; and they instal their eldest sister P i y ä 

in the place of mother. When, after a time, the 

latter is stricken with leprosy, they remove her to 

another part of the forest; and there she is found 

by a king Rama, who has also been driven by le¬ 

prosy into the forest but has recovered; and by him 

she is cured and wedded.* Now, whatever points 

of difference the legend here presents, the mutual 

relations of these three forms of the story cannot 

be mistaken. In the Dasarathajataha, in addition 

to the reasons for the exile and the intermarriage 

of the brothers and sisters, we find express men¬ 

tion made of the names Dasaratha, L a k s la¬ 

in a n a, Bharat a, and S i t ä ; and Rama is 

spoken of, not as a prince who was unacquainted 

* In the Mah&vanso, pp. 184,185, mention is made of a place 

Kama gam a on the hanks of the GangA (with a sacred 

stupa) as existing in the time of A s o k a, and as belonging 

to the Koliya. (Conf. also Bigandet, Life of Buddha, p. 346.) 

Contemporaneously therewith Fa-Hian (Chap. 22, at the end), 

and later also Hiwen Thsang, mention a land bordering on 

Kapilavastu called Lanmo; which Stan. Julien (11.325), 

whom Beal here follows (p. 89), translates byRämagräma. 
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with the exiled family, but as one of their number 

and occupying the chief place among them. And 

the poet of the Ramdyana, following the main idea 

of the story thus presented, has not only repre¬ 

sented Rama and S i t a as lovers, but, what is 

most important, has added the rape of S i t a and 

the expedition to Lanka. He has also changed 

the home of the exiles from V aranasi to A y o - 

d h y a ; and, on the other hand, he has shifted 

the scene of the exile from the Himavantto the 

Bekhan ([Dandaha forest, &c.). 

Now, when we consider this question of the 

change of locality, it becomes evident that the re¬ 

moval of the place of the exile to the Dekhan 

can easily be explained by the poet’s intention to 

describe an expedition to Lanka; while the al¬ 

teration of Varanasi into Ayodhya is per¬ 

haps connected with that older form of the saga, 

no doubt current at the time of the Dasaratha- 

jataha, according to which both Brahmadatta 

and Ambattharajan lived in Varanasi, 

but the exiled children of the latter, or at least 

their descendants, the S ä k y a and K o 1 i y a, settled 

in Kapilapura (Kapilavatthu) and Koliya- 

p u r a, on opposite banks of the river R o h i n i; * 

* “ By Klaproth said to come from the mountains of Nepal, 

and after uniting with the Mahänada to fall into the Räpti, 

near Gorakhpur.”—Hardy. 
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and thus we are brought into the immediate 

neighbourhood ofAyodhyä . 

And now with regard to the expedition to 

Lanka. In opposition to the hitherto received 

view (see Lassen, Ind. Alt. K. I. 535r and my 

Vorles. über Ind. Lit. G. p. 181), that the poet 

intended under this representation to depict the 

spread of Aryan civilisation toward the south, 

and especially to Ceylon, Talboys Wheeler* has 

recently given to the world his opinion that the 

account of this expedition only gives expression to 

the hostile feeling entertained toward the Bud¬ 

dhists of Ceylon, who are to be identified with the 

Biikshasa of the poem. This view receives 

support from the fact that R a v a n a and his bro¬ 

thers are represented as having themselves sprung 

from the Brahmanical race (as grandchildren 

of Pulastya,I. 22,15, 17; IV. 10, 13), and as 

having by their penances won the favour of 

Brahma, Agni, and other gods ; and in this 

representation there may lurk an allusion to the 

Aryan origin of the royal race of Ceylon.f And 

* In the second volume of his History of India (London, 

1869), a work which can hardly indeed he said to correspond to 

its title, but which, notwithstanding its frequent extravagant 

Euhemerism, is rich in valuable views and suggestions. 

f In the Uttarahdnda it appears pretty certain that in the 

quite decided separation of the Räkshasa of Lanka into the 

P ulasty a and the S al ak a t amk a t a (PVIII. 23, 24) or 
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it is at least quite as consistent with the circum¬ 

stances (if not even more so) that an Indian poet 

writing about the beginning of the Christian era 

(and the work ofVälmiki can hardly date ear¬ 

lier than this, as we shall presently see) should 

haVe taken as the subject of his representation the 

conflicts with the Buddhists, which were already by 

that time being fiercely waged, and have depicted a 

conquest of their chief seat in the South—as that 

he should have selected for his theme an idea so 

abstract as a picture of the “ spread of Aryan civili¬ 

sation.” The Monkeys of the poem, too, which are 

undoubtedly to be regarded as the representatives 

of the aborigines of the Dekhan, appear through¬ 

out (with the single ex ception of B a 1 i n ) as the 

allies of R ä m a , and therefore as already brought 

completely within the influence of the Aryan cul¬ 

ture. This holds true also of king G u h a with his 

N i s h ä d a . And though Wheeler certainly press¬ 

es his theory too far when, for instance, he talks of 

the molestations which the sages of Chitraküta 

and of the Dandaka forest suffered at the hands 

of the Rakshasas, and to save them from 

which Rama took them under his protection, and 

Sälamkatamkatä (? IY. 20, 23), still earlier settlers in Lankä, 

we are to recognise the double peopling of Ceylon by abori¬ 

gines and by Aryans of the Brahmanical stock. Compare also 

the Utta/ra Salarhkatrlh in the gana Tikakitav&di (Pan. II. 

4, 68). 
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makes these refer solely to the Buddhists ;* yet it 

must be allowed that S i t a ’ s speech in favour 

of the ahiitsd (III. 13, 2 ff.)5 especially the protest 

which she raises against the principal attack on the 

Räkshasa as inconsistent with Rama’s cha¬ 

racter as a devotee,! may be fairly regarded as a 

reflex from an old Buddhist legend embodying 

this idea, that a Kshatriya was not justified 

“ in interfering in the disputes between the Brah¬ 

mans and the Buddhists,” so long as, the latter, that 

is the Räkshasa of the poem, did not show to¬ 

wards him any feeling of hostility (Wheeler, vol. II. 

p. 249, 250, 260, 261). There is nothing, however, 

in the representation of the town Lanka and its 

inhabitants that can be regarded as having a direct 

reference to Buddhism; on the contrary, the same 

godsj are invoked alike by R ä v a n a and by 

Rama, just as is done by the Greeks and the 

* While the special description of these Räkshasa, for in¬ 

stance in Ram. III. 1, 15 ff., points unmistakably not to the 

Buddhists, but to hostile aborigines, who were still leading a 

savage life. See Muir, Orig. Sans. Texts, II. 426ff.; Monier 

Williams, Ind. Epic Poetry, p. 10. 

f rdlcshasdndm rind vairam bddho ylra na yujyate ||22|| 

aparddhdd rite nd ’pi hantavyd rdkshasds tvayd. 

1 See Muir, IY. 349, ff.; conf. also Rdm. V. 16, 41, Gorr., 

where Hanumant in the morning in L a n k ä:—s ha dang a- 

vedavidushdm hratuprava rcuyö/jindm J §usrdva brah- 

m a ghosham. . | 
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Trojans in Homer. The red tnrban and the red 

garments of the priests who officiated at Indra- 

j i t ’s magical sacrifice (VI. 19, 40, 52, 21) recur 

also in the magic ritual of the Sdmaveda (see 

Tnd. Stud. I. 51, 52, borrowed no doubt from the 

vratma), and they are consequently not to be con¬ 

nected with the yellowish-red garments of the Bud¬ 

dhists (kashdya, raJdajpata'). And finally, the soli¬ 

tary passage in which Buddha is directly re¬ 

ferred to, and then indeed only to be likened to 

a thief (II. 109, 33, ed. Schl.), has been pointed 

out by Schlegel as being probably a later interpo¬ 

lation. Any one, therefore, who may be disposed, 

notwithstanding the preceding considerations, to 

adopt Wheeler’s view, must be prepared to draw 

this further conclusion, from the great caution with 

which the poet has veiled his intention to depict 

the struggle with and the conquest of the Bud¬ 

dhists of Ceylon,—that he himself lived under 

a Buddhist power, and therefore found himself 

compelled to conceal his real purpose—and that 

besides, completely to ensure his own safety, he just 

took an old Buddhist legend, and modified it to 

suit the object he had in view! 

In addition to this tendency, whether it be spe¬ 

cially political or having reference to the history of 

cultivation in general, which unquestionably runs 

through the Rdmuyana, and secures for it its char- 
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acter as a national epic, it is devoted, in its present 

form, to still another purpose which may be said to 

lie on the very surface, namely, to represent Rama 

as an incarnation of Vi s hn u, and to confirm the 

supremacy of this god over all the other gods. With 

respect to this matter, however, it is difficult to de¬ 

cide in how far V ä 1 m i k i himself had this pur¬ 

pose in view, or whether it may not have been 

introduced in later additions to the poem. On 

account of the loose connection in which the portions 

that bring out this idea stand with the general 

structure of the work, it is well known that the 

latter view has been most generally adopted (see 

Lassen, Ind. A. K. I. 488, 489 ; Muir, Orig. S. Texts, 

IV. 142 ffi, 377ff.). But if Wheeler’s opinion as to 

the anti-Buddhist tendency of the poet should be 

positively established, then the view of those who 

believe that he had himself given this Vaishnava 

complexion to his work * would undoubtedly re¬ 

ceive no inconsiderable support, inasmuch as this 

view so completely harmonises with the anti-Bud¬ 

dhist theory. As a matter of fact, at least, the 

result was that by means of the Rdmuyana, and 

especially by means of the Vaishnava elements in 

it just referred to, assistance of the most impor¬ 

tant kind was rendered to the efforts of the Brah¬ 

mans, which were directed, by the clothing of their 

* Gorresio, vol. X. p. xlvii., is at least undecided. 
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divinities and of the worship of their gods with 

new life, to the recovering of the ground which 

Buddhism had won among the people. And it is 

at all events a remarkable phenomenon that the 

old Buddhist saga of the pious prince Rama, 

which glorified him as an ideal of Buddhist equa¬ 

nimity, should have been cast by the skilful hand 

of Valmiki into a form* which, whether in 

accordance with his own plan or through the in¬ 

troduction of subsequent elements, has so power¬ 

fully contributed to the suppression and overthrow 

of Buddhism—the Buddhist elements so favour¬ 

able and gratifying to the popular spirit being 

preserved, and merely clothed in a garb subser¬ 

vient to the Brahmanical pretensions. 

In addition to the Buddhist legend, it is be¬ 

yond question that Y a 1 m i k i must have had 

access to other materials for his work, which enter 

into its composition, and which must from the 

very first have secured it a favourable reception 

among the people. It is very obvious, for instance, 

to trace a connection between Rama, the hero of 

* This Buddhist germ of Rama’s personality is still in 

fact apparent enough in the Ramayama in its present form ; 

and in opposition to Monier Williams, who supposed that we 

were to find here later Christian influences, I had already 

pointed out this fact in my treatise on the Rama Tap. Up. p. 

276 (1864), even before D’Alwis had made us acquainted with 

the contents of the Dasarathajdtaka. 
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his work, and the agricultural demigod of the same 

name, the RamaHalabhritof the Brahmans, 

I have already called attention to this elsewhere, * 

and have laid special stress on this point, that in the 

versions of the Ram a-saga which are found in the 

Mahdbhdrata, and som£ of which are of considerable 

antiquity,f a special prominence is given almost 

throughout to the fact that the reign of Rama 

was a Golden Age, and that cultivation and 

agriculture were then vigorously flourishing. The 

exile of Rama seems intended to represent the 

winter-time, during which the activity of Nature, 

and especially the operations of agriculture, are at 

a stand-still. Any other direct evidence, however, 

of such a connection between these two is not in the 

meantime forthcoming. But on the other hand, as 

regards Rama’s wife S i t ä , there are two points 

that are all the more deserving of notice namely, 

first, her mythical character itself; secondly, 

and specially, her relation to the similarly named 

goddess of the Vedic ritual, the symbol of the field- 

furrow (situ) ; and indeed the significance of both 

these points should be so fully recognised as that 

* Conf. Ind. Stud. I. 175, 277; II. 392, 410; Vorles, über 

Ind. Lit. Gesch. p. 181; R&ma Tap an. Upan. p. 275 (where 

at the same time I have made mention also of the Raman 

hvastra of the Avesta, that genius of the air who, as the friendly 

genius of taste, but also as a brave hero, is represented as 
wearing golden armour). 

t Vide infra. 
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it couid hardly be called in question. The accounts 

in the Ha may ancc regarding her being born from a 

ploughed field,* and regarding her return into the 

bosom other Mother Earthf; the name of her sister 

U r m i 1 ä, which can be explained as “ waving 

seed-field;” finally, the surname (first, so far as I 

have been able to discover, in the Uttara Hdmacha- 

rita) of her father J a n a k a:—S i r a d h v a j a, 

“bearing a plough on a banner;” are alone decisive 

of her mythical, symbolical character. Fortunately, 

besides, for the working out of the conception, there 

was available the glorified representation of the 

similarly named spouse of I n d r a or P a r j a n y a 

in the grihya texts, which picture her appearance 

(Conf. my Abh. über Omina und Portenta, pp. 370, 

373) in such plastic youthful beauty that the pen¬ 

cil of the poet needed only to add a few touches 

here and there.£ Endowed with these characteris¬ 

tics of the national goddess, the representation of 

*Bdm. I. 66,14,15 (27), Schl.: athame krishatah kshetrartj 

Idmgaldd utthitd tatah | kshetrarii sodhayatd lab dim ndmnd 

Siteti visrutd || bhütaldd 'utthitd sd tu vardhamdnd 

mamd ’tmajd | viryasulketi me kanyd sthdpite ’yamayonijd\\ 

bhdtaldd uttlvitam tdm tu. 

f First mentioned indeed in tlie Uttarakdnda. 

X ‘ Sriyam tvd manavo viduh’ are the words used so early as 

in the Kaui. 106, naturally, however, without any reference to 

the latter position of $ri as the wife of Vishnu, or to the 

identification of Sita, as the wife of Rama, with the latter. 
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the wife of R ä m a must have awakened the widest 

interest* ; and this conception of her was admira¬ 

bly fitted either for purely poetical uses, or for the 

purpose of bringing back the hearers to their alle¬ 

giance to the Brahmanical gods. V ä 1 m i k i has 

besides introduced an additional element into his 

representation of Sita, by making her the daughter 

of the pious V i d e h a - king J a n a k a, highly 

'honoured on account of his relations with Yäjna- 

valkya in the Brdhmana of the White Yajus, and 

in various legends of the Mahabharata, a circum¬ 

stance which is no doubt partly due to the desire 

of giving, by means of this paternity, a decidedly 

Brahmanical colouring to her descent, and which 

in fact may easily be understood as in some mea- 

* Was it Yalmild’s finding of the two names, Rama and 

S it a, united in the^Buddhist legend, that suggested to him the 

idea of making use of them for his contemplated work, which 

had for its object the restoration of the national gods ? Or may 

we conjecture that he made such a use of these names with the 

intention of lowering the estimation in which Buddha was 

held, by glorifying his ancestor Eäma ?—a question which it 

is natural to ask, especially if Wheeler’s view be adopted, with 

reference to the legend regarding the origin of the S a k: y a 

race. Whether we are also to maintain, with regard to these 

Buddhist legends of Ram a, the progenitor of the S A k y a , 

and of Rama and Sita as children of Dasaratha, that 

there is such a connection between them on the one hand, and 

Rama Halabhrit and the Sita of the grihya ritual on 

the other, as I have assumed regarding the representations of 

Y a 1 m i k ithis seems to me to be at least very questionable. 
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sure favouring an earlier conjecture of my own 

(see Ahad. Vorles. über Ind. Lit. p. 182), namely, 

that V ä 1 m l k i himself belonged to that part of 

India which corresponds to the kingdom of Ko- 

s a 1 a, bordering on the region of the V i d e h a, 

and standing in the closest relations with them— 

in the chief city of which kingdom, A y o d h y a, 

the scene of his work, is laid. It is also deserv¬ 

ing of notice that Asvapati, the king of the 

Kek'aya ,* who appears in the Bdmayana as 

the brother-in-law of Dasaratha, is mentioned 

in the Brahmam of the White Yajus (X. 6, 1, 1, 

Chdnd. Up. VII. 11, see Ind. Stud. I. 179, 216, 

265) as being nearly contemporary with J a n a- 

ka.f And the name of S i tä herself occurs in a 

* The Sopeithes, king of the Krjiceoi who waited upon Alex¬ 

ander the Great in person, is evidently only the analogue of 

Asvapati—see Lassen, Ind. Alt. I. 300 n., II. 161. Yadaia, 
the name which his country also hears, I connect (let me say in 

passing) with Katha, the name of the Vedic Yajus school. The 
practice of infanticide is mentioned in the Kathaka, XXVII. 9 

(Conf. Ts. VI. 5, X. 3; Mr. III. 4 ; Ind. Stud. IX. 481); it was 
permitted to expose new-born female children, but not males; tas- 

mat striyamjätdmpardsy antinapumänsam. Lassen (Ind. Alt. 

II. 385) mentions, after Cunningham, a coin of an A s p a b a t i, 

son ofl n d a p a t i, and bearing the title of thatega ((TTpary-yos)! 

f With regard to this special reference to glorified names in 

the White Yajus, it should be added that V almtki’s own 

name, as. is well known, appears among the teachers who are 

mentioned in the Taittirtya-Prat. And indeed it appears in one 

passage (I. 9, 4) as coming next to that of Ägnivesya (see 

2 *r 
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Yajus- text (Taittir. Br. II. 3, X. 1-3) as even 

then in nse as a proper name ; though the bearer 

of it appears there in a relation quite different from 

that which is found both in the g r i h j a ritual 

and in the Bdmdyana, namely, as the daughter of 

S a y i t a r, that is, of P r a j a p a t i, and as ena- 

Ind. Stud. I. 147), where I have called attention to the fact that 

a Rlmdyana is also ascribed to one Agnivesa. It is appa¬ 

rently, to be sure, quite a modern performance (see Aufrecht» 

Catal. Codd. MSS. Sanskrit, 121b), bearing the name Rdma- 

chandracharitrasdram, and composed in 102 s&rdülavikriäita 

verses j but the indicating of this name is certainly significant, 

especially when we consider that Bhavabhuti Jatukar- 

n i p u t r a (for the form of this name see S a t a p. XIY. 9, 4, 

80), who celebrated Kama’s exploits in a dramatic form, be¬ 

longed to a Brahmanic family which studied the Taittiriya (in 

the Bhdg. Pur. IX. 2, 21, ed. Burnouf, p. 191, Jatukarna = 

Agnivesya); that further there exists a drama called Mahd- 

ndtakark (vide Taylor, Catalogue of Or. MSS. I. 11. Madras, 

1857) composed by Bodhayanachari (Baudhäyanächärya ?) 

in sloka and corresponding to the first six kdnda of the Rd- 

m%y ana; andUhat, finally, the names of the sages Bhara dvaja 

and Atri, which are so remarkably prominent in Yälmiki’s 

description of the exile, appear also among the teachers of the 

Taitt. Veda. From all this, then, it appears to be fairly pre¬ 

sumable that the Ram a-saga was very carefully preserved among 

the followers of the Yajus, especially of the Taitt. Veda; though 

this is perhaps to be accounted for only on the ground that 

Y a 1 m i k i, the first who made a poetical use of the saga, was 

one of themselves, and bore a name peculiar to them. According 

to the tradition of the Adhydtma Ramayana II. 6, 64 ff. (see 

Hall in the Ind. Streifen II. 85, and Wheeler, p. 312), Y ä 1 m i k i 

was “ of low caste”! But neither in his work itself nor in 

Bhavabhuti is there anything to be found that bears out 
this assertion. 
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moured of the Moon, who on his part looked with 

loving eyes-on another of the daughters,* Srad- 

d h a (Faith) ; by the help of her father, however, 

she succeeds in winning his love.f It seems to me 

that in this saga, too, we may find an element that 

has been made use of by Y ä 1 mi ki ; in so far 

only, however, as the garland (sthagara alamkdrd 

sthagara nama kaschit sugandhadravyaniseshah tarn 

pishtva tatsambandhinam alamkdram rriandanavise- 

sham .... schol.) with which her father decks her 

brows (sthagara-joishtena tasydh Sitdydh mukhe tila- 

Jcadyalamkaram chakdra, schol. )£ (accompanying 

the action with the recitation of various sen¬ 

tences),—and on account of the virtue of which, as 

* Conf. sraddhd vai sdryasya duhitd, Sat. XII. 7, 3,11. 

t This is no doubt only a variation of the older legend, see 

for instance, Sdnkh. Br. XVIII. 1, Nir. XII. 8, that S a v i t a r 

gave his daughter S ü r y ä in marriage to the Moon: Conf. also 

the marriage of S a r a n y u, who bears twins (dvd mithund) to 

her husband, Viv^svant (Bik. X. 17,1—2, Nir. XII. 10, 11), 
just as S i t a does toRama. 

X See Gobh. IV. 2, 20, patni barhishi sildm mdhayd sthaga- 

rdm pinashti; and conf. the similar use of sthakara as denot¬ 

ing a love-charm in the Kaut 35 (Ind. Stud. V. 262). It 

cannot be precisely identical with tagara (KauL 16), seeing 

that both words occur in the Kaut; but perhaps the meaning is 

something similar. In the Karmapradipa II. 8, 5, sthagarark 

surabhijneyam chandanddi vilepanam, the word sthagara is 

used quite generally as the name for fragrant ointments, such 

as^ sandal-oil and the like (sugandhi vilepandrham chanda¬ 

nddi dravyam sthagarasamjnakam jndtavyam [ ddisabddd 
agurvddini Asdrka). 
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a love-charm, the whole legend has been narrated, 

may probably have served as a direct model for the 

angardga (philter) which Anasuyä, the wife of 

A t r i, pour3 out in the form of an ointment over 

the limbs of S i t a, (Rum. III. 3, 18, angaragena 

divyena raktdngi . . vicharishyasi, and 19, adyapra- 

bhriti bhadram te mandalam hhalu sasvatam J anu- 

lepam cha sucJiiram gdtrdn nd’pagamishyati). A 

still further parallel is indeed offered here to zealous 

mythologists. For since Rama is, at a later 

period, called also Ramachandra,* and indeed 

is called also by the name Chandra itself (see 

Rdmatdp. p. 333), the mildness which is so pro¬ 

minent a feature in his character may perhaps be 

explained in this way, that originally he was 

* First, so far as we yet know, in Bhavabh'dti (for instance, 

Mahdvirachar. CXI. 18 (Calc. 1857), also in the Padmapv/r. 
Adhydtma-Rdm., in the Rdmatdp., Adbhutottarakdnda, in the 

title given toÄgnivesa’s work, p. 9, n. &c. Although, ac¬ 

cording to the accounts in recent Burmese writings, the names 

Eämchandra and Rämasinha are found among those 

of the last princes of Örikshetra, which town is said 

to have been destroyed in the year 94 a.d., yet Lassen, II. 

1037, probably goes somewhat too far when from this circum¬ 

stance he infers “ with tolerable certainty that subsequent to 

the beginning of the Christian era, Y i s h n u was honoured 

there under the name of R am a.” On the contrary, these names, 

which are evidently understood as having some relation to the 

Rama of the Rdmdyomob, may be supposed rather to enter 

a very emphatic protest against the authenticity of these 

Burmese accounts, and especially against their having any 

validity with regard to the period in question. 
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nothing more than a Moon-genins, and that conse¬ 

quently the saga found in the Taitt. Br. regarding 

the love of S i t ä (that is, the field-furrow) for the 

Moon actually represents the first germ out of 

which the saga of the Bdmayana has grown—that 

the angaraga ointment of the Bdmayana, the 

sthdkara alamkdra of the Taitt. Br<, is just the 

fragrant vapour or the dew which rises out of the 

furrow, and in which the Moonlight is reflected. 

This would be indeed genuinely poetical, and per¬ 

haps also quite possible, if it were not that the de¬ 

signation of Rama as Rämachandra, or 

simply as Chandra, is only found for the first 

time at so late a date that rather the converse as¬ 

sumption is far more probable, namely, that a poeti¬ 

cal spirit among the Brahmans connected Rama 

with the Moon just on account of the gentleness of 

his character though by this view a reflex re¬ 

ference by the learned to the S i t a -saga of the 

Br. is by no means excluded, f 

* In Bhavabhuti 1. c. he is addressed dpannavatsala jagaj* 
janataikabandho ! 

f In the Bhdgavata Purana, for instance, it is well known 
that many similar learned reminiscences can he pointed ont. 
That the disciples of the Taittirtya-Veda have, even to the most 

recent times, bestowed a remarkable amount of attention on the 

history of Rama, is (as we have remarked in note f p. 17 re* 

ferred to above) evident enough. And when, as we find it 

stated in Wheeler, “the ointment given by Anasuyä to 

S i t a, which was to render her ever beautiful, is supposed by 
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We come now to consider the principal question 

that arises out of the relation in which Y ä 1 - 

m i k i ’ s version of the Rama -saga stands to 

that which is found in the old Buddhist legend. 

Seeing that in this latter there is no mention made! 

of the rape of Si ta, we naturally ask—where did 

the poet of the Rdmdyana get the idea ? Is it 

merely the offspring of h;s own imagination, taking 

shape in accordance with his intention to describe 

the expedition to Lanka and the battles fought 

in front of that city, whether these were really 

waged with the Aborigines, or with the Buddhists, 

as Wheeler imagines ? or has he borrowed the ma¬ 

terials for this part of the poem from some other 

quarter P Let me say at once tha^ I consider the 

latter alternative to be the true account of the 

matter, and that the rape of Helen and the siege 

of Troy have served as a model for the correspond¬ 

ing incidents in the poem of Y a 1 m i k i.# I do not 

indeed imagine that he had himself studied Homer, 

or even that he must have been aware of the exist¬ 

ence of the Homeric poems. Nor am I inclined 

to go so far as to attach importance, though the 

some pandits to mean piety or faith inEama, which renders 

all women beautiful,” it is probable that we are to look here 

also for a faint reflection of the saga in the Taitt. regarding the 

love of the Moon for * *3 r a d d h ä. 

* Without questioning the possible anti-Buddhist design in 

the selection of L a n k ä as the scene of the conflict. 
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idea is by no means far-fetched (as even Monier 

Williams admits, Ind. JEjp. Poetry, p.. 46), to 

the apparent analogies between Agamemnon and 

S u g r i v a, Patroklos and Lakshmana, Nestor 

and Jämbavant, Odysseus and Hanumant, 

Hektor and I n d r a j i t,—analogies which have 

led Hipppolyte Fanche, who has translated the 

Pdmayana iuto French, to adopt the converse 

theory, that Homer has borrowed the materials 

for his work from that of Välmiki! I pass 

over also the coincidences noticed by Monier 

Williams himself (pp. 74, 82, 86)—the con¬ 

soling of the forsaken S i t a by means of a 

dream; the surveying and enumerating of the 

hostile troops from the battlements of Lanka; 

and the appearing of S ? t.a before the army.* Nor 

do I wish to discuss the still wider and quite gene¬ 

ral question (see Ind. Stud. II. 166), in how far 

an acquaintance with Greek epic poetry may have 

exercised an influence on the development of that 

of India. I content myself rather with the siim 

pie assumption that in consequence of the mutual 

# As Monier Williams (p. 3) assumes that the greater part of 

the Rfimayana, if not the entire work, dates from a period so 

early as the fifth century b.c., he regards these details, as well 

as those which he imagines are borrowed from a Christian 

source (p. 75), as probably only later embellishments—that is, 
if he sees in them anything more than purely accidental coin¬ 
cidences. 
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relations, which Alexander’s expedition into India 

brought about, between the inhabitants of that 

country and the Greeks (and which, in so far as the 

Buddhists are concerned, have -found remarkable 

expression, for instance, in the MiUndapahha)* 

some kind of knowledge of the substance of the 

Homeric story found its way to India. And I feel 

all the more justified in assuming this by the fact 

that, in addition to the coincidences suggested by 

the rape of S i t a and the war before Lanka, two 

other Homeric incidents are found, not indeed in 

the Rämäyana itself, but in the Pali texts of Ceylon 

(see Ind. Streifen, II. 216; I. 370)-namely, the 

adventure of Odysseus and his companions on the 

island of Kirke, in the Mahdvahso ;t and the Trojan 

* It is greatly to be desired that this important work were 

given to the public with the least possible delay. It contains 

the conversations held by the Y a v a n a king of Sagala, Mi¬ 

linda (Menandros, conf. Ind. Skizzen, p. 83, reigned according 

to Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 327, and p. xxiv., from 144 B.C.), with 

the Buddhist priest NAgasena; but as yet we have been made 

acquainted only with extracts from it, in Hardy. Conf. Ind, 

Stud. III. 359, 

f Cap. vii. see Turnour, p. 48. I think it advisable to give 
here the Indian version in detail. When Y i j a y a, sent into 

exile on account of his insolence by his father S i h a b ä h u, 
King of Lala, landed on Lanka with 700 companions ex¬ 
hausted by the fatigues of the voyage, they immediately fell 

in with the tutelary divinity of the island, the god Uppala- 

vanna (Vishnu) who was sitting, in the form of a parib- 

baj aka ((f devotee,” Turnour), at the foot of a tree, for the 

purpose of receiving them and providing them with a counter- 
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horse (though certainly transformed into an ele- 

charm against enchantment (Conf. Od. X. 277, 287; Lane, Ara*- 

bian Nights, III. 299, 307). In reply to their inquiry, he told 

them the name of the island, then besprinkled them with water 

out of his pitcher, tied “ (charmed) threads on their arms” 

(suttarh tesaih hatthesu laggetvd) and vanished. Immediately 

thereafter there appeared to them a Yaksha female attendant 

in a canine form. Although the Prince warned him not to do 

so, yet one of the men followed her, saying to himself, 

“ Where you see dogs, you may look for a village.” And so 

by-and-bye he found himself in the presence of her mistress, 

the Yakkhini Xuveni (“with bad plaited hair”? or 

“ bad, wickedly plaiting ” ?), who (near a tank) was sitting 

spinning (Od. X. 220) under a tree, “ in the character of a 

devotee” (tdpasi viya). When he saw this tank and the an* 

choress sitting beside it, he bathed and drank from it and collect¬ 

ed (edible)roots, as well as water with lotus flowers. Thereupon 

she stood up and said to him, “ Thou art my food (prey)! ” Then 

he stood spell-bound; but because the (charmed) thread was 

tied (on his hand), she could not devour him ; and although she 

begged him to give her the thread he would not. She there* 

fore laid hold of him, and cast him bellowing loudly (Od. X. 

241) into an underground cave (v. 14 tain gahetvd sarungd- 

yam rudantam yakkhini khipi). And in like manner the 

whole 700 companions (of the Prince) were gradually, one by 

one, caught and shut up in the cave. Seeing that none of them 

came back, Vij aya became anxious, went after them, and also 

arrived at the tank. Then he saw that there were no footsteps 

of any that had come out (apassi m’ uttinnapadam; md is 

probably used here for na ? Turnour has “he could perceive 

footsteps leading doion only into the tank”; but there is no¬ 

thing of the sort in the text); but he saw the anchoress, and he 

thought: “ I shouldn’t wonder if she has caught hold of my 

attendants.” So he asked her: “ Now, hast thou not seen my 

attendants ?” She said: “ What are thy attendants to me, 

Prince ? Drink and bathe!” Then he perceived—“ She is a 

yakkhini (enchantress)! she knows my rank;” and, resolved 

in a moment, bending his bow and naming his own name, he 

3 r 
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phant) in Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the 

sprang on her, caught her by the neck with a n&rächa-noose> 

seized her hair with his left hand, drew his sword with his 

right (Od. X. 294, 321) and said : “ Slave, deliver up my attend¬ 

ants, or I will put thee to death.” Struck with terror, she 

begged for her life “ Lord, grant me life: I will give thee a 

kingdom, I will serve thee as thy wife, and do everything that 

thou may’st wish.” In order to avoid the risk of a similar 

danger being repeated, he made her swear on oath (Od. X. 299 

343). Forthwith she restore d to him his attendants, and, be 

cause she saw that they were exhausted (Od. X. 463), she set 

before them rice and other food, and all kinds of ships’ stores, 

once the property of merchants who had formerly fallen a prey 

to her. The attendants prepared the rice, &c., and they en¬ 

joyed, with the Prince, a delicious meal. The yakkhini also 

received some of it to taste; and she was in consequence so 

delighted that she changed her form into that of a maiden of 

sixteen. Having adorned her person with splendid attire, the 

Mär a-wife (Märanganä: Tumour has erroneously : “ lovely 

as M är angaherself” ) approached the Prince, and speedily 

conquered his heart. Under a tree she caused a sumptuous bed 

to arise, enclosed with curtains as with a wall, and perfumed 

with the most fragrant odours, and Y i j a y a spent the night 

with her there (Od. X. 347), while his companions slept around 

Thira outside. While he was thus with her on the couch, he 

heard singing and music, and, in reply to his questions, she told 

bim what was the state of affairs, and gave him such directions 

as would enable him to make himself master of the island ; and, 

by means of her counsel and with her help, he succeeded in this. 

After a time, however, he put her away again, when the oppor¬ 

tunity presented itself of winning “ a queen consort of equal 

rank to himself” in the daughter of the Pändava king of 

Madhuri; and the y akkini met her death by the hand 

of one of her Y a k k h a relations, enraged at her on account of 

h$r treachery.—With regard to this story, I remark that the 

word surungd (avpiyt; according to Benfey) used in v. 14 is of 

itself sufficient to demonstrate, what indeed requires no further 

proof, the existence of Greek influences in the time at which 
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Dhctmmapada* Just as so many iEsopic fables 

have found a place in the JdtaJca collection, which 

forms a part of the sacred Tipitaka,f so also from 

the Mahdvahso was composed: Conf. Ind. Streifen, II. 395 • 

Though this coincidence cannot indeed be directly niade nse of 

for determining the relations that exist between the above 

legend and that which is found in the Odyssey, seeing that the 

word (rvpiy£, “underground passage,” is not used either in the 

corresponding portion of the latter work, or elsewhere at all in 

the poem, still it is certainly a significant circumstance that, in 

a story which has so many points of resemblance with one in 

the Odyssey, we should find a word which can be easily recog¬ 

nised as Greek, though altered in form through the influence of 

oral tradition. The difficulties which prevented Tumour (In- 

trod. p. xliv.) from recognising in the story told in the Mahd-. 

vanso an echo of the Homeric saga certainly do not exist for us. 

* See Fausböll, p. 158; and in Rogers, Buddhaghosa’s 

Parables, p. 39. In the same way, too, may be easily explained 

those correspondences with the Odyssey which Schott has, 

pointed out as existing in the later Mongolian version of the saga 

of Geser Khan (Abh. d. K. A. d. W. zu Berlin for the 

year 1851, p. 279, or p. 17 of the separate impression) : see also 

Julg in the Verhandlungen der Würzburger Philologen Ver¬ 

sammlung (1868), pp. 58-71. (A Tibetan recension of the same 

has recently come into the possession of E. Schlagintweit [see 

Schiefner in the Melanges Asiatiques of the Petersb. Acad. 

V. 47, 1863]—but, so far as I am aware, nothing more nearly 

relating to this subject has yet been published.) The Indian 

account, corresponding to the story of the Trojan horse, of the 

artificial elephant inside of which a number of warriors were 

secreted for the purpose of effecting the capture of king Uda- 

y a n a, appears to have formed also the subject of a drama, 

devoted to the fortunes of this king; see Sdhityadarpana, 

§422 : yathd TJdayanacharite kilinjahastiprayogah. 

+ Conf.Ind. Stud. III. 356. InBuddhaghosa too (Faus- 

böll, Dhamm. p. 419) an iEsopic fable is found—that of the 

flight of the tortoise through the air (conf. Ind. Stud. III. 339). 
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various other sources, Western tales, sagas and 

otlier forms of popular thought have found 

their way into India by means of that direct 

intercourse with the Greeks to which we have al¬ 

ready referred.# The saga of the kidnapping of 

* On Hits subject, compare, for instance, what I have said in 

the Zeitschr. der Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XIY. 269, in 

the Monatsberichten der Akademie for the year 1869, p. 39ff., 

and in the Ind. Streifen, 1.126, II. 368. Perhaps we should class 

also with these materials the parable quoted by M. Müller in 

his Abh. über den buddh.Nihilismus, p. 19, from Buddhaghosa’s 

Commentary on the Dhammapada, of the mother mourning 

the death of her only son, whom Buddha comforted by bidding 

her bring him, as a medicine that would procure the boy’s res¬ 

toration to life, a grain of mustard-seed “ from a house in which 

neither a son, nor a father, nor a slave had died.” The fruitless 

search brought home to her the passing nature of all earthly 

things, and raised her above her individual sorrow. This para¬ 

ble, which Müller calls “ a test of true Buddhism,” appears in 

Lucian’s Demonax, cap. 25 (Paris : 1840, ed. Dindorf, p. 381), 

identical in substance, but so far changed in form that Demo- 

nax, whom Lucian speaks of as his contemporary, promised the 

philosopher Herodes, in similar circumstances, that his child 

would be restored to life “ if he would only name to him three 

men who never mourned for any one (as dead)” (el fiovov avrca 

roeis rivas avOpänovs övopä(reie, pr]8eva Tvcdnore irenev- 

6rjKoras). Similarly also the emperor Julian, in his 37th epis¬ 

tle (ed. Heyler, Mainz, 1828, pp. 64, 66, 341), in which he seeks 

to console his friend Amerios (var. 1. Himerios) on the death of 

his young wife, tells the same story, in this form, that Demo- 

kritos of Abdera promised Darius to restore life to his dead 

spouse if he should succeed in finding, throughout his wide 

dominions, three names of persons who had not yet been 

called to mourn (rpicov anevOrjToiv ovopara ; nomina trium 

quas nemo luxisset, Heyler translates; but according to the 

context this is decidedly incorrect). The imperial letter- 
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Ganymedes appears indeed to have found admis¬ 

sion into an TJjoanishad ascribed to the Bigveda 

writsr alludes also to the “ herb that banishes sorrow” 

(<pdp/xaKov vr)7T€v6es) in the Odyssey, IY. 220-225, which, mix- 

ed in the wine of any one, makes him for an entire day 

forget his mourning for mother, father, brother, and son; and 

he speaks of his story as being to his friend “ probably not 

strange, though to the most of people, as he believes, unknown’' 

(avdpos et7ra) cro(pov pvdov, eire df] \6yov aXyörj, croi pev 

l<T(os oi) £evov, rocs nXecocn de, a)? elxos, ayvacrrov). 

Buddhaghosa wrote about 420 a. d., consequently about 60 

years after the emperor Julian (died 363), and some 250 years 

after Lucian. If therefore any connection is to be looked for 

here, which can hardly indeed be called in question, the proba¬ 

bility of the borrowing having taken place from the West is 

certainly greater than, or is at all events as great as, that of 

the converse supposition; and this opinion is not materially af¬ 

fected by the circumstance that, according to Mor. Haupt’s 

kind communication regarding both of these passages, the De- 

monax is really a pseudo-Lucianic work: for the emperor’s letter 

is certainly genuine, and at the same time it appeals to the fact 

that although the story in question was “to most people un¬ 

known,” yet it was “ probably not new” to the person addressed 

—an evident proof that it had come down from an earlier time, 

though, to be sure, the assertion of the connection of .the story 

with Darius or with Demokritos (in whose biography in Dio¬ 

genes Laertius, according to Heyler, p. 342, nothing of the kind 

is to be found) has no claim to be received as true. And be¬ 

sides, as M. Müller’s account is not taken direct from the P6M- 

text, but from the Burmese translation of the same, translated 

into English by Gapt. Eogers (see pp. 100, 101 of his book), it 

is quite natural to expect that an investigation of the original 

might show that it stands in a still closer relation to the Greek 

form of the story (the corresponding section is unfortunately not 

given in Fausböll’s extracts from Buddhaghosa’s dommentary: 

see ibid. p. 289; a legend of similar import, however, is found 

3# r 
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(see Ind. Stud. IX. 41). And perhaps we can 

point to certain elements of the same kind even in 

the Bdmayana itself. Here, for instance, seems to 

be a further example of the occurrence of a di¬ 

rectly Homeric element:—in the first book of the 

Bdmayana, (cap. LXVI., LXVII. Schlegel) we are 

told how J a n a k a, king of Mithila, had given out 

that his daughter S i t ä should be the prize of the 

man who should show the greatest prowess (mrya- 

sulhd), and how Hama won her hand by bending an 

enormous bow which none of her previous suitors 

had been able to bend ; how these latter, feeling 

ashamed at their defeat, laid siege to Mithila, and 

at pp. 359, 360). In fact we have already seen (p. 27) that Bud- 

dhagosa shows an acquaintance with Greek elements from 

other sources also. At all events, just as “ the legends regard¬ 

ing Christ that were current in the ninth or tenth centuries of 

the Christian era” (Ind. Streif. I. 112) have little weight 

with reference to the time at which Christ lived if they are not 

supported by evidence from other sources, so these legends of 

Buddhaghosa’s, which occupy, almost throughout, the 

stand-point of the most credulous superstition, and give evidence 

of the full development of Buddhist doctrine, have as little 

claim eo ipso to be regarded directly as “ parables of Mahinda, if 

not of Buddha himself ” (an opinion toward which M. Müller evi¬ 

dently leans, in his preface to Capt. Rogers’ book, p. xvii.), so long 

as this conclusion is not supported by other evidence out of the 

TipitcLhcb itself; though indeed they often enough refer at least 

to the sutta, j&taha, atthakathä, &c. That they contain much 

legendary matter that is really ancient, and of the highest value, 

I do not mean for a moment to deny : and in regard to their 

antiquity Fausböll himself has pointed out that they seem to be 

borrowed in part from ancient metrical versions (1. c. p. 99). 
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iiow J a n a k a sncceeded, by tbe help of the gods, 

in conquering them and driving them away. Such 

an incident # naturally reminds us of the bow of 

Odysseus; and the coincidence gains additional 

significance from the fact that we are able to bring 

forward another Indian form of the same saga. 

This is found, namely, according to Bigandet, in 

the JanaJcct-jatctka; f and it has already been made 

use of by Ernest Kuhn (in the Lit. Centralblatt, 

1869, Oct., p. 1246) as a proof that there are points 

of agreement between the Buddhist writings 

and the Odyssey. “ In a Jdtaka quoted by Bi¬ 

gandet,” says Kuhn, “ we find an account of one 

who is shipwrecked being rescued by a sea-goddess. J 

* In the Mdhabhüroita, too, the same story recurs pretty near¬ 

ly in the same formD rupada offers his daughter as a prize 

to him who excels in archery (1.6955); no one is able to bend 

the bow, except Karna, whom Draupadi, however, de. 

spises, because he is a sütob (7027), and Arjuna (7052), who 

has consequently to engage in a severe conflict with the other 

suitors, in which his brother Bhima stands faithfully by him. 

t The Life or Legend of Gaudama, first edition, Rangoon, 

1858, p. 228 ff., second edition, ibid. 1866, p. 415 ff. In Bigan¬ 

det : Dzaneck-Dzat, which is evidently identical with Janaka- 
Jdtaka ; though in another passage (pp. 372-4), Bigandet gives 

Dzanecka as also the equivalent of the name C h ä n a k y a. 

X Janakais the only one rescued out of 700 who were in the 

ship: he, “ seizing the extremity of a log, swam with all his 

strength” (see Od. Y. 371). At last a sea-nymph, seeing “his 

generous and courageous behaviour, took pity on him (ibid. V. 

336) and came to his assistance. There followed a sort of dia¬ 

logue.” (Ibid. Y. 339 ff.) ... 
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she carries him to land, into a mango-garden, where 

he immediately falls asleep. On his awaking he is, 

in consequence of a divine decision, saluted as 

king; and he marries the queen of the country, 

when, by bending an enormous bow, and by 

other proofs,* he has shown that he is her ap¬ 

pointed husband.” The rescuing of Odysseus by 

Leukothea seems here to be combined with the 

bending of the bow which the other suitors 

were unable to bend; and while by this com¬ 

bining of the two incidents we are involuntarily 

reminded of Homer, the second of them at once 

recalls the incident at the court of J a n a k a, king 

of Mithilä, which, as we have seen, is described in 

the jRamdyana; and with regard to this latter there 

cannot be the least doubt, for *the story in this 

JataJca, as quoted by Bigandet, is of a young prince 

of Mithilä of the same name as the father of 

Sita (Janaka), who set out from that country 

in order to win back the throne of his ancestors, 

and so met with the adventures described. If these 

incidents, then, be really capable of being referred 

to Homer (and the combining of the two hardly 

leaves any room for doubt on this point), it seems 

* “ He was to be able to bend and unbend an enormous bow, 

a feat that the united efforts of a thousand soldiers could 

scarcely achieve, and find the place where he” (that is, the 

former king,) “ had concealed sixteen golden cups.” 
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to follow that the scene in the Eamayana may also 

be assigned to the same source ! It is true that the 

evidence thus furnished by Bigandet is derived 

only from a Burmese translation; but since his tes¬ 

timony regarding other matters has proved to be 

trustworthy and reliable, there is no ground for 

suspecting it in reference to this question. There 

can be no doubt, at the same time, that it would 

be peculiarly interesting to obtain some acquaint¬ 

ance with the Pali-text of this JdtakaThe two 

other Western elements that apparently find a place 

in the Eamayana are H anumant’s com¬ 

manding the sun, ä la Joshua, to stand still; + and 

* The Catalogue of the Copenhagen'MU MSS. gives two 

Jätakas of this name a Chüla-JanaJcajdtaka, I. (VI.) 52, and 
Mahd-Janakajdtaka, XXI. (LYI.) 531. 

f More strictly, ‘ not to rise’; and consequently, it must be 

allowed, a very different circumstance, so much so as to make 

it on the whole questionable whether any real connection is 

here to be looked for. The same prohibition addressed to the 

sun is also found in Buddhaghosa, see Rogers 1. c. 22, 23, and 

compare, in Hdla, v. 46, the naive request of the maiden address¬ 

ed to the night, that it would not come to a close.—Besides, 

our only information on this point as regards Hanumant is 

defived from Wheeler, p. 369; did he obtain his from his North- 

West recension ? Gorresio’s edition makes no mention of the 

incident, in either of the accounts which it furnishes of Ha¬ 

num a n t ’ s expedition (VI. 53, VI. 83). The Bombay edition, 

too, which contains altogether (and no doubt correctly) only 

one such account (VI. 74, 33 ff.; conf. VI. 92, 24 ff.) is entirely 

silent on the point, although it several times refers to the sun's 

path :—thus 74, 50 adityapcitham dsritya jagdma sa gatas- 
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Rama’s satisfying the ritual requirements of 

the horse-sacrifice regarding chastity by sleeping 

with the golden statue of S i t a , whom he had 

abandoned in the forest,* *—with reference to which 

Wilson (in the Hindu Theatre, I. 337) has called 

attention to the similar t situation in the Alkestis 

ramah; 74, 65 sa bhdskarddhvdnam anuprapannas turn bhds- 

kardbham sikharam pragrihya | babhau tadd bhdskarasarhni- 
kdso raveh samipepratibhdskardbha]i.\\ It is exactly the same 
also in A (fol. 59a) and in C (fol. 251a).—According to a notice 
in the Magazin f. d. Lit. d. Ausl. 1870, p. 296, the command of 
Joshua, in precisely analogous circumstances, belongs also to 
Japan; and the incident is assigned to the year 200 of our era. 
“Before the battle was decided, the sun was in the act of 
setting. Then the Princess, the consort of the Mikado Tsin Ai, 
drew her sword, and waved it toward the sun, which turned 
back in its course; and once more it became mid-day. . . .” 

* First, it must be owned, in the Uttarakdnda, XCYIII. 26, 
CYI. 8 (see Wheeler, p. 402), which does not indeed belong to the 
Bdmdyana proper, but is a later addition; it occurs besides in 
Bhavabhuti in the Uttarardmachamta; and also in the Jaimini- 

Bhdrata, XXIX. 47,48. Attention should, however, be called to 
the reference to this, so early as in the Karmapradipa, III. 1, 10, 
Rdmo ’pi kritvd sauvarnim SUdm patnirii yaHasvinim ije 

yajnair bahuvidhaih saha bhratribhir ar chita h.\\ This work 
bears the name of Katyayana, and is regarded as a parisishta 

to the Sdma Veda : see Ind. Stud. I. 58; Verz. d. Berl. S. H. 

p. 81. (I remark here, in passing, that architah is found only in 
Chambers, 106, and then, too, only prima manu; it is changed, 
on the other hand, secunda manu, into achyutah. Asärka 
reads it thus in his Commentary ; Chambers, 134 and 3705, 
explains this word byYishnuh. This is evidently a hyper¬ 
critical emendation of the text, in which Rama is regarded 
only as a man.) 

f The incident in Euripides, however, undoubtedly differs in 
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of Euripides (vv. 341-345) * * And in view of what 

has been adduced regarding Western influences, 

the supposition that the Sopeithes, king of the 

Ktjkcoi, who entered into friendly personal relations 

with Alexander the Great, may be identified with 

the Asvapati, king of the Kekaya, who is 

mentioned in the Rdmdyana as the brother-in-law 

ofDasaratha, may not appear, as a mere ques- 

important respects from that referred to here. In the anguish 
caused by the approaching loss of his wife, who is about to die 
for him, Admetos exclaims— 

“Thy beauteous figure by the artist’s hand, 
Skilfully wrought, shall in my bed be laid ; 
By that reclining I will clasp it to me, 
And call it by thy name, and think I hold 
My dear wife in my arms, though far she dwells.” (.Potter.) 

But he receives her back again alive, through the intervention 
of Herakles, who rescues her from Thanatos.—As the Greek 
settlers in the frontier lands of India, for instance in Baktria, 
seem to have kept up their acquaintance with the Greek drama 
(conf. the accounts from Plutarch in my translation of the 
Malavikdgnimitra, p. xlvi. note 33), it may readily be supposed 
that the substance of a passage from Euripides might easily 
find its way into India. 

* We might also perhaps have pointed out with Wheeler 
(p. 331) the similarity to which he calls attention “ between the 
seven-walled city of Lanka and the seven-walled city of Ec- 
batana” {Herod. I. 98). But the editions of the Rdmdyana 

contain nothing of the kind ; on the contrary, mention is made 
in the poem of only one great golden prdkdra (V. 9, 16 Gorr., 
Y. 2, 16, 3, 6 Bomb.), and besides, in general, only of earth 
walls and trenches (vapraih svetachydkdraih parikhdbhis 

cha, Gorr. V. 9, 15). 
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tion of literary history, so absolutely untenable as 

Lassen is inclined to regard it ; though undoubt¬ 

edly there seems to be greater probability in the 

view (vide sujpra, p. 17) that Valmiki intro¬ 

duced this name into his poem simply because he 

found it already in use in the Yajus-text. 

Are we able, then, to fix approximately the date 

at which the work of Valmiki was composed? It 

is known that we have accounts in Greek writers— 

first in Dio Chrysostom (in the time of Trajan) 

and then in HDlian—of an Indian translation of 

Homer. I have already expressed my opinion else¬ 

where (Ind. Stud. II. 162) that we must not take 

this statement in too literal a sense, but that we 

should accept it rather as a testimony that at the 

time when it was made, the people of India, equally 

with those of Greece, were in possession of an epic 

conceived in the style of the Homeric poems. And 

in the same place I have pointed out that the more 

detailed statements of Dio Chrysostom—namely, 

that the people of India were well acquainted with 

the sorrows of Priam, with the dirges and lamen¬ 

tations of Andromache and Hekabe, and with the 

bravery of Achilleus and Hektor point to a Greek 

influence in the Mahdbhdrata, quite as much as 

in the Bdimdyana, and that in fact this may be 

seen even in larger measure in the former than in 

the latter; that at the same time, however, the ex- 
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pedition to the distant Lanka and the siege of that 

city in the Rdmdyana certainly offer a closer ana¬ 

logy with the expedition to the distant [and simi¬ 

larly transmarine] Troy and the siege thereof, than 

is presented by the conflict on the open battle, 

field between the neighbouring K n r n and Pan- 

c h a 1 a described in the Mahdbhdrata; but that on 

the other hand the absence of any mention in Dio 

Chrysostom of a similarity so striking (and, I ought 

to have added, the omission of any reference to the 

similar origin of the war in the two cases, the 

abductionj namely of the wife of the hero of the 

one party by the heroes of the other) was a con¬ 

vincing proof that under the title of “ the Indian 

Homer” we were to understand, not a poem on the 

saga of the Bdmdyana, but a poem on the Mahd- 

bharata. It may no doubt be said, in opposition 

to this opinion, that as Dio Chrysostom proceeds 

on the assumption that Homer had actually been 

translated into the language of India, he would take 

it as a matter of course that the origin and the 

locality of the conflict were the same, that he would 

not think it necessary therefore to call special at¬ 

tention to this, and he would content himself with 

mentioning only what seemed to him to be most 

suitable for the rhetorical purpose which he had in 

view. In accordance with this theory, it would 

certainly be 'possible that his account of the matter 
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was founded on some actual intimation of tlie ex¬ 

istence of tlie Bdmdyana. Nor indeed do I mean 

absolutely to deny such a possibility; but on the 

other hand it evidently does not allow of being 

used, even remotely, as a proof of that existence, or 

of being employed as chronological capital for 

determining the time of the composition of the 

poem itself# 

And with reference to this part of the subject, 

* We are unfortunately unable to determine exactly the time 
to which the account given in Dio Chrysostom ought to be 
assigned. My own view, which I have stated in the Ind. Stud. L 
pp. 164 and 165, and which has received the approval of Benfey 
(Gott. Gel. Anz. 1852, p. 127), that it should be assigned to the 
time after Pliny, who would hardly have left so important a 

fact unnoticed, still seems to me preferable to that of Lassen 
(Ind. Alt. II. p. xlix.), namely, that we are indebted to Mega? 
thenes for the report in question. But at least I can no longer 
support my opinion, as I endeavoured to do there, by the argu¬ 
ment that the account given by Dio Chrysostom in the same 
passage, to the effect that the Great Bear is not visible to the 
people of India, is to be regarded as a mariners’ report brought 
to Europe (from the South of India), also after the time of. 
Pliny ; for, as Lassen has justly pointed out in the place already 
referred to, this report is mentioned so far back as by OnesikrA - 
and by Megasthenes. (On this subject, see also Ind. 'Stud. 

II. 408, 409.) And in any case, the circumstance that Pliny 
makes no mention of the Indian Homer is at least no proof that 
up till that time no information on the subject had reached 
Europe; for he might have omitted to mention this, just in the 
same way as he left unmentioned the information regarding 
the Great Bear. It must be admitted at the same time that 
both omissions are remarkable enough in a man like Pliny ! 
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I think it desirable that we should, in the first 

place, investigate snch data bearing on the time of 

the composition of the Bamdyana as can be fur- 

nished by internal evidence, and that we should 

then collect the external data for the existence of 

the poem, so far as these are to be found in Indian 

literature and elsewhere. 

The first point then which meets us in connec¬ 

tion with the internal evidence furnished by the 

Bamayana (and it is a very perplexing one) is 

the great extent of the work, which shows that 

it cannot have been the composition of one poet 

only, but that centuries must have contributed to 

mould it into its present form. The natural re¬ 

sult of this has been that the text has been split up 

into several distinctly separate recensions. Indeed 

we can say with almost perfect truth that there 

are as many texts as there are manuscripts or 

editions!^ And a further consequence has been 

* With reference to the various recensions of the Rdmdyana, 
we are hardly able to say with certainty at present which of 

them should be considered as most closely corresponding with 

the original. The so-called Bengal recension has found its 

keenest opponent in Hall, who speaks of it, in his edition of 

Wilson’s translation of the VisJmu Purdjria (II. 190), as “ a 

modern depravation,’’ and even characterises it as “ spurious” 

ibid. III. 317). Guerin, too (Astronomie Indienne, p. 239, 

note), refers to it as a production of the 11th century. Hall 

justly describes Schlegel’s edition as “ composite;” and, in his 
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that even within these individual recensions there 

have been fonnd nnmerons contradictions and ob- 

opinion, the “ genuine Rdmdycma” is contained only in the 
editions of Calcutta (which unfortunately I am acquainted with 

only through Muir’s extracts), and of Bombay. (He has seen 
in Tnriia, no fewer than seven commentaries “ on the real Rdma- 

yanaand one of these was a manuscript nearly 500 years 
old, with accompanying text.)—At the same time, 1 have 
made it, I hope, sufficiently clear by the arguments I have ad¬ 
duced from the BerlinMSS.—partly inmy Verzeichniss der Ber¬ 

liner SansIcrit-MSS., p. 119 ffi, partly in the Indische Streifen, 

II. 240 ff., and partly in the present paper, passim,—that these 
views of Hall’s must undergo considerable modification. These 
Berlin MSS., written throughout in Devanägari, partly 
correspond to a large extent with Gorresio’s text, and therefore 
lend it additional authority; and partly they represent, as com¬ 
pared with Gorresio and with the Bombay edition, a perfectly 
independent text; in other words, they form a recension for 
themselves. And there is no reason to doubt that the same 
result will be frequently repeated as further new MSS. are 
brought to light and compared with one another. In fact, it 
could hardly be otherwise, considering the manner in which so 
national and popular a poem must have been originally handed 
down, beyond a doubt merely by means of oral tradition (in the 
Uttarahanda mention is made continually and exclusively 

of recitation of the poem: conf. on this the notices about 
the Harivahsa, pp. 77) : the wonder really is that after all 

there is so much substantial harmony among the different 
versions. And this is the more surprising when we consider 
also that the different provinces of India had each their 
own peculiar styles (riti), which differed from one another 
in important respects; and that consequently the work of 
Valmiki,asit gradually spread over the whole of India, would 
be exposed to modifying influences which such a state of things 
would naturally exert. For our earliest and at the same time 
most detailed information regarding this variety of style, we are 

indebted to the EdvyMarsa (1.40—101) of D an din, who in 
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Vlohs additions, which afford sufficient evidence of 

manifold revisions and interpolations by different 

hands. (Conf. on this subject, Holtzmann Tiber den 

all probability lived as far back as tbe 6tb century; and Pandit 
Premacbandra Tarkavagisa, in tbe commentary witb which he 
has accompanied his edition of this work (in the Bibliotheca In- 

dica, Calc. 1863), has made a most admirable collection of what 
is known on this subject from other sources, namely, from the 
works of Yämana, Bhojar äj a, M a mm a t a (K&vyapraTc&sa 

IX. 4) and Y isvanatha (Sahityadurpcma, ch. IX.§ 624-630). 

Compare on this subject also the detailed statements from the 
works of the first two of these authors, namely, theK&vydlam- 

Tcdra of Yamana, and the SarasvaWkanth&bharana of Bhojaraja, 

as found in Aufrecht’s Catalogus, fol. 207«, 208«; according to 
210« ibid, the same subject is specially treated also in chap. 
IX. of the AlamlcaraTcaustubha of Karnapura. And in this 
matter it so happens that the Bengalis (Gauda) play quite a 
«conspicuous role. Bandin recognises only two kinds of style, 
that of the Bengalis (Gaudi) and that of Yidarbha (Vai- 

darbhi). Yamana and Mammata mention also the style of the 
Panchäla (Panch&U), Yisvanatha speaks of the Lati style, 
and Bhojaraja adds to these the Avantilcd and the Maga- 

dhi styles. Instead of Gauda, Bandin uses also the name 
paurastya, 1.50, 83, or ad&kshindtya, I. 80, while he designates 

the Yaidarbhi style as that of the ddkshmdtya, I. 60). It is 
greatly to be wished that some one would work up carefully and 
thoroughly the details that are furnished in so rich abundance 
by these passages ; I content myself with remarking here- that 
the style of the Y aidarbhais described as having the prefer¬ 
ence on account of its being smooth, simple, and universally 
intelligible, while that of the Gr a u d a is characterised as having 
the opposite qualities. Whether the latter, and especially the 
further detailed statements in Bandin, &c., are to be understood 
as having possibly an application to the recension of the Rdmd- 

yana edited by Gorresio, and by him, following the example, of 
Schlegel (vol. I. p. xxiii.) designated as G.a u d a n a—and if so 
to what extent—are questions that cannot be answered without 

4* r 
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griechischen Ursprung des indischen Thierkreises, p. 34 

ff.) So that though this may no doubt be a proof of 

the great popularity of the work, on the other hand 

further special research. The same remark holds good also of 
the so-called Bengal recension of the Sahuntald ; for the au¬ 
thenticity of which, and especially for its being truer to the 
original than the so-called Devandga/ri-vecension, Dr. R. Pis- 

chel has recently been contending very earnestly, in what 

is at all events a very valuable dissertation (Breslau, 1870. Be 
Kdliddsae Sdkuntali recensionibus, p. 67); though, to be sure, 
Stenzler had expressed his opinion to the same effect a long time 
ago (see Hallesche Literatur-Zeitung, 1844, p. 561 ff).—Gor- 
resio’s recension received the name Gaudana on two grounds : 
1, Because the MSS. on which it was founded are written for 
the most part in the Bengali character; 2, Because the state¬ 
ment in Carey and Marshman, vol. I. p. 212, that “ the text 
from this place to the foot of p. 214 [I. 15, 69,80 in Gorresio] is 
to be found only in the copies of the Gau/ra Pandits, and not 
in those of the south or west”—is especially pertinent to 
this recension (see Gorr. I. 19, 1—10), while the verses in ques¬ 
tion are wanting in Schlegel (in I. between 18 and 19) and in 
the Bombay edition (in I. 18, between 6 and 7)* They are 
wanting, however, elsewhere also, as far as v. 8—10 Gorr., 
namely, in A B C, see the Verz. der Bert. S. H. p. 120. The 
chapter beginning tarn tu Rdmah (Bam. II. 101 Bomb., II. 73 
Ser., A. fol.82a) is, according to Schlegel (vol. I. p. xxxiv.), noted 
by a scholiast as being wanting in the ddhshindtyapdtha. It is 
wanting also in Gorresio; at least the corresponding chapter 
there (II. 109) has a different beginning ; but it will hardly do 
on this account to identify, as Gorresio seems inclined to do 
(vol. I. p. lxxviii.-ix.), the “ Gaudana” with this ddkshindtyajpd- 
tha. In that case the connection between the name “ Gaudana” 
and the recensions in question must be given up; for the Gaud a 
are themselves adaJcsMndtya ! And besides, the corresponding 
chapter in Schlegel (II. 101) agrees in this respect with Gor- 
resio’s text; it also begins differently— not with tarn tu Rd¬ 

mah. 
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it seriously complicates the critical questions which 

arise as to the value of the constituent elements 

of which the poem is made up. And in addition 

to the hitherto known recensions, * we have now 

a new one introduced by Wheeler, which he calls 

the North-West (! P) Recension, but which is evi¬ 

dently stamped as quite modern by its omissions 

and its very recent additions (Wheeler, voh II. pp. 

lxxxv. 28, 65, 144, 203). It is not so easy to 

determine, in the other recensions, what should be 

recognised as original, and what should be re¬ 

garded as merely the result of later accretion. 

What are we to say, for instance, regarding the well- 

known episode of Yisvamitra in the first book 

(cap. Li.—lxy. in Schlegel) ? It wears an unmis¬ 

takably antique aspect, referring as it does to the 

elevation of a Kshatriya to the dignity of a Brahman, 

—a circumstance which, though it is handled with 

all possible delicacy as regards the Brahmans, must 

yet have been unspeakably humiliating to the pride 

of' the Brahmanical hierarchy. And the same 

difficulty meets us in the story of the defeat offiama 

J ämadagnya, the representative and champion 

* See, for instance, Muir, Original Sanslc. Texts, IY. 148 ff., 

,,378ff., 409, as also my notice of tlie Bombay edition of the R%- 

mdyana, in the Ind. Streifen, II. 235ff. We have to add to the 

statements there made regarding the extent of the work, that 

from the Uttarakanda, Cl. 26, according to which it contains 

500 sargas with 25,000 slokas (a round number!). 
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of the Brahmanical caste, by his namesake, the hero 

of the epic (cap. lxxxiy.—lxxxvi. in Schlegel). 

Looking at the tenor of these episodes, we are 

not justified, in my opinion, in assuming that they 

are later additions to the poem,* * * § whatever may he 

their want of connection with the general narrative. 

They are found, it ought to he observed, in all the 

existing recensions. But then, in the episode of 

Visvamitra (the substance of which its narra¬ 

tor, Satananda, the purohita of Janaka, 

describes as having come down from the olden pri¬ 

mitive time) there is found, as is well known, that 

cataloguef of the Pahlava, of the S aka mingled 

with the Yavana, of the Yavana-Kam- 

boj a—that is, of the Kämboja, Pahlava, Yavana, 

Öaka, Yarvara, Mlechhaj: Tüshara, Harita and 

Kirata,§ who were produced, at the command of 

* They might rather be regarded as earlier fragments, in¬ 

corporated by Yälmiki into his work. 

f Regarding the decisive circumstance in the matter (namely, 

that under the name Yavana we are to understand the 

Baktrian Greeks, or rather perhaps, by this time, their suc¬ 

cessors) see Ind.'Streifen, II. 321. The name Yavana passed 

from the Greeks over to their Indo-Skythian, &c. successors, 

and finally even to the Arabs. 

X May we ’suppose that the words romahupeshu mlecKMs 

cha Schl. Ser. Bomb. Gorr., mlechhds cha (mlechhds tu, A), 

romaküjpebhyah ABC, have possibly a direct ref erence to the 

Romans ? (Conf. Acad. Vorles. über Ind. Lit. G. p. 226 n.) 

§ See I. 55, 18—56, 3, Gorr., I. 54, 18-55, 3, Schlegel and 

Bomb., I. 42, 18—27, Seramp., and the relative passages in AB 
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Vasishfcha, by his cow of plenty, in order to defeat 

the army of. Visvamitra. And the intro¬ 

ducing of these names in such a connection conld 

evidently be thought of as possible only at a time 

when, in point of fact, the hosts of Pahlava, 

C (by AB C, I mean those manuscripts which are designated by 

these letters in my Verzeichniss der Sanslrit-H. in the Royal 

Library at Berlin, p. 118 ff.): they show, in the passage under con¬ 

sideration, a very special reference to the G-auda recension. In B C 

there is another verse added, which brings in also the V&hlika 

and Darada. [Prof. Weber subjoins here, for purposes of 

comparison, the different recensions, taking B C as a basis. 

These, except the text, need not be reproduced.—Ed.] 

tasya hambharavotsrishtah Pahlavah satasas tada J 

anasayan balam sarvam Yisvamatrasya pasyatah || 

Y a v a n a s cha sa-K amvoj AY Ahlika Daradäs tatha ( 

raja tu paramayastah khrodhaparyAkulekshanah | 

Pahlavan anayan nasam sastrair uchchavachäis tathA || 

Yisvamitrahat An drishtva Pahlavan satasas tadA 

bhuya eva ’srijad ghoran SakAnYavanamisritän || 

tair asit sambhrita sarva i^akair Yavanamisritaih f 
pradhAvadhbir mahaviryaih padma-kimjalkaasamnibhaih |J 

dirgh asi-pattisadharair hemavarnair ivavritA | 

sailasthair vikntakarair bhimavegaparAkramaih | 

nirdagdham tad valam sarvam pradiptair iva pAvakaih || 

athA ’strani mahatejA Yisvamitro hy avasrijat | 

tesham visrijyamänanam trasyed api satakratuh || 

tatas tan vyakulan drishtva YisvamitrastramohitAn | 

Yasishtho nodayAmasa tvam dheno srija yodhinah || 

tasyA hambharaväj jAtah K amvoj A ravisamnibhah | 

hridayad adhisamjatah Kamvojah sastrapanayah || 

. yonidesAch cha Y a v a n A h sakritsthAnAs tathA SakAh | 

Mlechhas charomaküpebhyasTukhArahsa-KirAtakab || 
taistu nishuditam sainyam Yisvamitrasya tatkshanAt | 

The 3rd line above is wanting in A Gorr. Schl. Ser. and 

Bom., and the 11th in Gorr. Schl. Ser. and Bom. 
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Saka, and Yavana appeared actually almost to 

swarm up out of tlie earth and to swoop victoriously 

down upon the Indian Kshatriya (for they annihi¬ 

late the army of Visvamitra (I. 55, 4, 5, Schl.) ;—• 

in other words, just at the time when the Grceco- 

Baldrian and after them the Indo-Skythian kings 

held sway in the north-west of India.*—And in 

perfect accord with what has been now stated, we 

find the following notices that are taken from the 

fourth book. When S u g r i v a sends out his 

Monkeys to the four quarters of the earth, that they 

may search for the lost S i t a, the various regions 

are briefly described in their order, and the de¬ 

scription is accompanied by an enumeration of the 

inhabitants. Regarding the west, for instance, we 

* It is known that tliis sway extended for a time pretty far 

into India; at the time of the Periplus, Barygaza was the south¬ 

ern limit of Aryan India (see Ind. Streifen, II. 271.) The 

passage in which Sita says to Havana, “ between thee and Rama 

there is a difference wide as that between Surashtra and 

Sauviraka” (Rdm. III. 53, 56, Gorr., conf. Mah&bh. III. 

16040) perhaps has reference to this subject, and possibly illus¬ 

trates the hatred felt towards the S a u v i r a (who in the Mahd- 

bhö/r. alsoare reckonedamong thenon-Brähmanical peoples), ana 

their Greek or Indo-Skythian government, and specially toward 

their Buddhist proclivities (see Ind. Stud. 1.220, where, however» 

a somewhat different view is taken). But also regarding- S u - 

r ä s htr a as subject to Greek influences, see Ind. Stud. IY. 

269-, 270; IX. 380 (! ?). The Greek feeling of nationality, and 

especially the Greek culture, probably maintained their hold on 

the people in the parts of India referred to for a considerable 

time after the overthrow of the Greek kings. 
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are told that the Monkeys are “ to search through 

the cities of the Tavana, the dwelling-place of 

the P a h 1 a v a, and, in the neighbourhood of the 

same, the whole Panchanada (Panjab), Kash¬ 

mir (the Parada C), Täksha^ilä, Sakala, 

Pushkalavati, the Salva, and the mountain 

Manimant (Arafcfca, Kapisa, Välhi, in AC), the 

country of the Gandhära, &c., IV. 43, 20 ff. 

Gorr;” and with regard to the north they are simi¬ 

larly directed “to explore among the Gändhära and 

the Y a v a n a, the S a k a, Odra, and Parada (G 

China, Paundra, Malava, AC.), the Välhika, 

Rishika, Paura'va, Kimkara (Ramafcha, A C), C h i n a, 

Apara-China (Parama-China, AC), Tukhara 

Varvara, Kamboja, (and Khasa P C), also 

the D arada, and the Himayant” (IV. 44, 13 

ff. Gorr.) Here also the texts to which I have had 

access harmonise in the main and it is obvious 

* The Bombay edition alone has nothing corresponding to 
the first passage (in IV. 42, 18, Gorresio’s v. 27 comes imme- 

diately after his v. 17); and in the second passage (iv. 43, 
12), which fully agrees with Gorr. so far as the matter in ques¬ 

tion is concerned, it reads thus : Kdmboja-Yavandns 

chaivd Sah dn dm pattandnt cha | anvikshya Varaddns) 
(Daradäns?) chaiva Himavantam vichinvatha (!) || [The de¬ 

tailed statements of var. lec. in the MS. G A C, taking G as a 
basis, given by the author, need not be given here.—Ed.] 

In Gorresio, vol. IV. p. 526, we find the following various 

reading of the verse IV. 43, 20, represented as occurring in 
Cod. G:— 

Strüohd(h) Pahlavdsthdnarh Da/nddmitrdm ArundhaUm f 

Purlins chaiva vandndrii cha vichinudhvam vdnaukasah\\ 
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that such notices * could belong only to a time in 

And here perhaps we m.ay find a still further direct trace 

of the Greek dominion. In case the reading Dandämiträ 

which occurs here, and which is certainly very doubtful [see 

the Varietas lectionis given by Prof. Weber—Ed.], should need 

to be confirmed from other sources, we might very fairly cite 

(see Ind. Stud. Y. 150) the name of the city D ättämitri 

in the Schol. on Pan. IV. 2, 76, which there appears to have 

been founded by the Sauvira-king Datt ämitra, who is 

mentioned in the MahabJi&rata as the contemporary and the 

opponent of Arjuna, but regarding whom Lassen (see Ind. 

Alterth. I. 657 n.) seems not disinclined, following Tod’s ex¬ 

ample, to believe that we are to find in him a trace of the 

Baktrian King Demetrios (the son of Euthydemos), who 

reigned (according to Lassen, II. 298-308, xxiv.) from about 

205 to 165 B.c. With reference to a conjecture which 

certainly receives considerable support from the data that 

have just been quoted regarding the city Dättämitri, since 

there is mention made also of Demetrios—to the effect that a 

city, in Arachosia however, bore his name (Demetrias), aUd 

was probably founded by him, see Lassen, II. 300. It should 

be added that inscriptions attest with regard to the city Dät¬ 

tämitri that it numbered Yavanäs, i.e. Greeks, among its inha¬ 

bitants. This has been confirmed by the mention of a D ät ä- 

mitiyaka Yonaka: see Journal Bombay Branch B. As. 

S. vol. Y. p. 54, Indische Skizzen, p. 37, 82. An inhabitant of 

this Dättämitri is called Dättämitriya in the Schol. on Pän. 

IY. 2, 123. Unfortunately both the sütra, according to the 

statements in the Calcutta edition, are “not explained in the 

bhdshya”! It may be easily supposed, however, that both these 

examples of the Schol. rest in fact upon ancient tradition. Is 

it possible that even P ä n i n i himself could have had the word 

Dättämitri already in his eye, when he composed his rule : 

strishu S a u v i r a-Salva-Prakshu ? This would throw an admi¬ 

rable side-light on his mention of the Yavana-writing. Un¬ 

fortunately we cannot be sure of this point! [Conf. the au¬ 

thor’s Übers, des Mälavik&gnimitram, Pref. p. 47; and Ind. 

Antiquary, vol. II. p. 145.—Ed.] 

* A similar use has already been made of these notices by 

the Abbe Guerin in a note on the Rarndyartu embodied (pp. 
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which the Yay ana (that is, the Greeks), the 

Pahlava, Saka, &c. were settled in the north-west of 

India, and were consequently neighbours, as spe¬ 

cified, of the Kamboja, Bälhika, Dar a da, 

Gandhara, &c. In another passage, in the second 

book (II. 2,10, Gorr.), the Y a van a at least ap¬ 

pear in the immediate neighbourhood of the 6 a k a; 

this occurs, however, in addition to Gorresio only 

in A, while the other texts show a variety of read¬ 

ings.* * 

A second point that calls for examination here 

is one that has already been largely discussed, 

namely, the horoscope of the birth of Rama and 

his brothers : more specifically, the names given to 

the zodiacal figures (I. 19, 2, 8; II. 15, 3, Schlegel) 

harhafa (with Jcubina) and mina. It is well known 

that A. W. von Schlegel looked on the mention of 

these names as a proof not only of the high anti¬ 

quity, but even of the Indian origin, of the Zodiac.f 

But since the appearance of Holtzmann’s admir¬ 

able memoir üeber den griechischen Ursprung des 

237—240) in his curious book Astronomie Indienne (Paris, 

1847). 

* Mlechhas cha Y av and s chmva Üalidh saildntavdsinah, 

Gorr. A (C unfortunately wants Book II.); against this: mle- 

chhds chd’ry ds cha ye chd ’nye vanasaildntavdsinah, Schl. 

(II. 3. 24), Ser. (II. 2, 25), Bomb. (II. 3, 25). The reading of 

Gorr. A appears to me to be the older. 

t See Z. fur die Kunde des Morgenl. I. 354ff. ; III. 369ff. 
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Indischen Thierkreises (Karlsruhe, 1841), it is hard¬ 

ly possible for any one longer to doubt that the 

truth is quite the other way, and that the cdnverse 

position is the correct one. The notices in question, 

to use my own words on a former occasion (see 

Indische Stud. II. 240, 241. 1852), “ furnish only an 

additional proof of what has been made sufficiently 

clear from other sources, namely, the late date of 

the composition of the Bdmdyana itself, though cer¬ 

tainly only of that recensionin which these notices 

occur. For as the Zodiac, in the particular form in 

which it is found among the people of India (see 

Indische Stud. II. 414, 415.1853), “was completed 

by the Greeks only in the first century B.C., it could 

not possibly have found its way into India earlier 

than this, nor, we may be pretty sure, until several 

decades later; and a considerable time must have 

elapsed before this new Conception could have so 

become, as it were, the possession of the people as 

that the poet could refer to it as something perfectly 

well known.” (See my Preface to the translation 

of Malavikdgnimitra, pp. xxxiv.-v. 1856.) And ah 

though the horoscope is certainly wanting * in the 

Bengal recension and also in A, B, C,f yet it is 

found without any material variations in the Se- 

* See Kern, Vorrede zu Var&hamihiru’s Brihatsarhhitä, 

p. 40. 

t All three manuscripts agree here also; and indeed the 
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rampur, in Schlegel’s, and in the Bombay editions. 

It is certainly remarkable, however, that through¬ 

out the remainder of the work,“ so far at least 

as I can at present remember, although astro¬ 

nomical facts are frequently mentioned, there is 

no further reference to the Zodiac.* * And there¬ 

fore the suspicion naturally suggests itself that 

the particulars regarding the horoscope of the 

nativity were introduced at a later period by zea¬ 

lous astrologers, who were anxious both to obtain 

and to impart exact information regarding an event 

of so great importance.f But even if we refrain? 

first two verses of tlie chapter in question, quoted in the Ver- 

zeichniss der Berl. ScmsJc. Handschr.y p. 120, follow the closing 

verse of Chapter 18 in Gorresio.—Conf. the verses following 

Gorr. 19. 8, in MSS. A, B, and C :— 

tisro mahishyo rdjar slier babhüvus tasya dMmitah | 

gunawatyo ’nurdpas cha chdruproshthapadopamdh || 

sadrist tatra Kausalyd Kaikeyi chd ’bhavachhubhd J 
Sumitrd Vdmadevasya babhdva karanisutd || 

tato 9sya jajnire putrds chatvdro *mitavikramdh | 

Rdma-Lakshmana Satrughnd Bharatas cha mahdbalah || 

teshdrh jyeshtham mahdvdhurh viram apratimaujasam | 

Kausalyd ’janayad Rdmarh Vishnutulyapardkramam || 

Kausalyd susubhe tena putrend ’mitatejasd | 

Aditir devardjena yathd Balanigkdtind || 

* Even in the second passage, although one of the zodiacal 

signs is mentioned in Schlegel’s edition, and with reference to 

the nativity (II. 15, 3, lagne karkatake prdpte janma [sic!] 

Rdmasya cha sthite), yet the Bengal recension has nothing 

corresponding, hut merely (II. 12, 3) tasminn ahani pushyena 

some yogam updgate. 

f It is perfectly evident that we have to do here with a 
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on account of this uncertainty, from insisting on 

the validity of the inferences which might other¬ 

wise be legitimately drawn from the mention of the 

Zodiacal signs, and do not therefore press their 

bearing on the question as to the time at which the 

Udmdyana was composed, yet the notices in the 

poem of other astronomical matters furnish also at 

^east some support to the opinion already indicated. 

For, besides the mention of the nakshatras,* there 

are also frequent references to the planets,f and 

we know that the Indian astronomers acquired 

their knowledge of the planets at a comparatively 

^ate period—considerably subsequent, at least, to 

purely arbitrary guessing at the time, and not with an actual 

date. See my Abh. über die Nalcsh. I. 288. Bentley, among 

others, has also attempted to calculate from Rama’s horoscope 

the year in which he was born, the result being the year 940 

b. c.—and for the time of the composition of the R&m&yana 

the year 295 a.d. (Hindu Astronomy, London, 1825, p. 14 

ff.). Guerin, in his Astronomie Indienne, p. 238, fixes the latter 

event more exactly as having taken place in 105 a. d. The 

notices regarding the horoscope do indeed furnish a certain 

groundwork for calculations regarding the latter event; but 

they can hardly be used for this purpose ad amussim, so as to 

determine exactly the precise year in question (compare what 

is said, e.g. in the Ind. Stud. X. 233 ff., regarding what is 

essentially the same calculation). Besides, the notices referred 

to have, after all, a bearing only on those texts (that is, manu¬ 

scripts) in which they occur—and not on the time at which the 

R&m&yana itself was composed. 

* See, e. g. I. 71,24. 72,13; II. 4, 20, 21, Schl.; Y. 55, 1, 2, 

73, 15, 56 ff, Gorr. 

t Verz. der Berl. S. H. p. 80. 
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the dates hitherto assigned to the Rdmdyana—the 

first mention of them, according to onr present 

knowledge, occurring in the Atharvajparisishta and 

in Yajhavalkya, I. 294 ff* And the peculiar rela¬ 

tions which exist, just in those oldest passages in 

which the planets are mentioned, between Mars 

and War, between Mercury and Commerce, be¬ 

tween Jupiter and Sacrificial Ritual (see Ind. Stud. 

VIII. 413, X. 319) appear to point with certainty 

to the fact that the Indian astronomers were in¬ 

debted to the Greeks for their knowledge of the 

planets; for neither their Indian names, nor the 

deities associated with them, afford the smallest 

explanation of such relations. 

Reverting now to what I have said under the 

first head, regarding the politico-geographical as¬ 

pect of the question, as to the time when the poem 

was composed, I beg in the third place to call at¬ 

tention to the fact that in the Rdmdyana, Ceylon 

(see Lassen, Ind. Alt. I. 200-201 ; Gorresio, Introd. 

to vol. I. p. c.) is never called Tamraparni or 

* Conf. however Manu, I. 24, VII. 121. Regarding the late 

period at which mention i3 made of the planets in Indian writers 

see Ind. Stud. II. 240, 242 ; IX. 363; X. 240, Omina und Por- 

tenta, p. 339, 340; Jyotisha, p. 10. Regarding the recent 

origin of the verse in the Fey us-recension of the Jyotisha, in 

which the Zodiac and Jupiter are mentioned, see my Treatise 

on that work, pp. 11, 22 ; and on a passage ascribed to Ban- 

d h a y a n a, see my Abh. über die Nalish. II. 358. 

5* r 
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S inha la (or—though it is true that this was 

hardly to be looked for—Pali si manta),* by 

which names alone the island was known to the 

Greeks (Taprobane in the earliest times, Pa- 

laesimundu at the time of the Periplus, S a 1 i k e 

or Sielediba in the time of Ptolemy and of 

Kosmas Indieopleustes),—but that throughout the 

poem it is designated only by the name Lanka, 

which was unknown to the Greeks, and which we 

meet with (except in the Mahdvahso—p. 47, for in¬ 

stance) for the first time in an Atharvaparisishta 

(in the Mrmavibhdga); and indeed in the form 

Lankäpuri associated with Sinhalas (see 

Verz. der S. 3. der Perl. Sibl., p. 93), and next in 

Aryabhata, Varahamihira, &c.—The geograph¬ 

ical horizon of the Rdmdyana (which may also be 

referred to here) is naturally more extensive than 

that of the Mahabharata, inasmuch as the original 

story of the latter confines itself to the description 

of a battle in Hindustan, while the Rdmdyana 

carries us as far south as to Ceylon. Put it has 

already been remarked by others that the Rdmd¬ 

yana shows by no means an exact acquaintance with 

the geography of the Dekhan.+ It is evident, on 

* The name of the räkshasi Sinhikd, on the island between 

Ceylon and the mainland, IV. 41, 38, V. 8, 1 Gorr., appears at 
least to contain a play upon the name Sihhala. 

X An excellent opportunity offered itself for showing such an 
acquaintance in the description of the regions to be visited by 
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the other hand, from passages here and there, that 

the poet possessed a special acquaintance with the 

North-West of India. This appears, for instance, 

in the episode of Visvamitra (vide supra), in 

Bharata’s return journey from his uncle, and in 

the journey of the messengers who were sent to 

fetch him (I, 55, 18 ff., II. 70, 6, 11—19, 78, 2 ff. 

Gorr. ; Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 523.) In Havana’s 

palace in Lanka, Hanumant sees (V. 12, 36) noble 

horses from the North-West: Ärattdjdhs cha Kdm~ 

bojdn Vdlhikdn subhalakshanan, I sukdnandhs cha 

turagdn . . . ; and the powerful hounds which 

B h a r a t a takes home with him as a present from 

Asvapati (II. 72, 24) re-appear in the accounts 

of the Greeks regarding the country of the Ktjkcol 

(Alexander receives from Sopeithes as a present 

150 of such hunting-dogs; see Lassen, Ind. Alt. 

II. 161). 

I remark further, in 'the fourth place, that al¬ 

though the word samslcrita is applied in the Edma- 

yana (see Ind. Streifen, II.’ 53) in a manner which 

the messengers sent out bySugriva (IY. 40, 17 ff. Gorr.). 

—This digvijaya of the R&mdyana deserves to receive special 

treatment (conf. Hall’s Edition of Wilson’s Vishnupurdna, II. 

146 ff.). Gorresio’s text and the Bombay edition differ mate¬ 

rially in this matter; A C follow Gorr., in the main ; in this 

respect, for instance, that instead ofYavadvipa, the island 

of Java, IY. 40, 30 (conf. Kern, Introd. to the Brihatsamhita, 

p. 40), they read Jaladvipa (A, owing to a clerical error, 
has only J a d v 1 p a). 
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shows that it had not yet come to be used in its 

technical meaning as the name of the “ Sanskrit”* 

language, yet it is evident that the use of the 

latter name was just about to come into existence* 

And accordingly we find frequent reference made 

to a literature already very widely developed, and 

designated by names that are comparatively mo¬ 

dern (sdstra, for instance, used throughout as the 

name for a treatise both standing alone (e. g. I. 12, 

19; II. 109, 30, 63), and as the second part of com¬ 

pound words, as shown in the examples given below). 

Thus, in addition to the veda, f and the vedanga, 

consisting of six ahg-a (e. g. I. 5, 20. 6, 1, 71. 6,13, 

21. 80, 4; Y, 16, 41. 32, 9), specially the sikshd, I. 

13, 18 (mantraih sikshdksharasamanvitaih) in ad¬ 

dition to the siiira and hhdshya, I. 11, 6, sütra and 

kalpa, I. 13, 21, kalpasutra, (I. 13, 3), the follow¬ 

ing are also mentioned by name : the dhanurveda 

with anga, updnga, upanishad and rahasya, I. 56, 

16. 79, 20. 80, 27; Y. 32, 9, the gandharvavidyd, 

I. 79, 21. 80, 4, astronomy, I. 8t), 29 (jyotirgatishu 

nisJindtah ganakdh, I. 12, 7), writing and reckon¬ 

ing (lekhya-samkhya-) I. 80, 2, 29, the arthasastra, 

I. 80, 28; Y. 1, 82,+ and all kinds of arts (silpa, 

* As distinguished from the desabMsM; I. 51, 3, Gorr. 

t The praushthapada is the month for the svddhydya of 
the Sdmaga IY. 27, 10. 

X In this class also, e.g. hastin', shds and rathankshds,— 
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I. 80, 4, and Jcald, I. 79, 22), the ndtaJca, II. 71, 4,* * 

but especially the dharmasdstram, I. 79, 20, the 

mtisdstram, + I. 79, 20. 80, 3, 27, the nydyasdstram, 

I. 80, 4. (coni, naiydyika, II. 116,1, and the 

shiki buddhih, II. 109, 30, in the Kachchit Sarg a 

however). In this place also may be noticed 

the frequent references to the heretical views of 

the materialists and the unbelievers, lauMyatika 

(II. 109, 29, also in the Kachchit Sarg a) and 

ndstiha, I. 5, 12, ndstikyam II. 109, 64 (ibid.) 

114, 40 of Jävali! III. 69, 5; IV. 41, 42. In 

addition to these are direct quotations: e.g. the 

Hastibhir gitdh sloJcdh Y. 88, 6 (regarding enmity 

among relatives), Kandund gdthds chirodgitah, 

VI. 91, 7 (regarding those that pray for help), 

jpaurdni gdthd, YI. 110, 2, imam purdnam dhar~ 

masamhitani . . . Mikshena gito yah slokah, YI. 

98, 32. Finally, we may also refer here to the 

mention of Dhanv antari as king of the phy- 

treatises (? or merely: Information ?) regarding the manage¬ 

ment of elephants, and the preparation (guiding ? see I. 79, 

21) of war-chariots; conf. Kadambart, I. 67; Wilson, Hindu 

Theatre, I. 14. 

* Natak&ny apare chakrur (prdhur, Schl. II. 69, 4) ha- 

sydni vividhdni cha; conf. nata in combination with nar- 

taka, 1.12, 7 (Schl. and Gorr.), II. 67, 12 (Schl., not in Gorr. 

II. 69). 

t Conf. the reference to the kdkatdUyam vairam, III. 45, 

17. 
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sicians (I. 46, 30) and father of Sushena (I. 

66, 22), as also to the representing of Jaimini 

(11.82, 10), Kätyä yana (I. 71, 4; YI, 112} 

73), J ä v ä 1 i and Markandeyaas among the 

royal counsellors,* in Ayodhya.—Although these 

literary data, which I have taken, for the sake of 

unity, exclusively from the Gauda recension, f by 

no means enable us to determine the precise time 

at which the poem was composed, yet they cer¬ 

tainly furnish, on the other hand, decisive evidence 

* Similarly the old Yedic rishis Yasishtha, Yämadeva, Go- 

tama or Gautama, Maudgalya, Käsyapa, Bhrigu (1.71, 4), and 

other names that have merely an etymological significance, such 

as Suyajna, Sumantra, Yijaya—are mentioned among the royal 

guru or counsellors; the former evidently only in majorem 

gloriam ! Sumitra, the third wife of Dasaratha, is even spoken 

of as the daughter of Yämadeva (by a karani) I. 19, 9.—Thd 

passages regarding Y aim iki’s being contemporary with 

Hama are wanting in the Gauda recension, and are found 

besides only in some MSS. It is only when we come to the 

Uttarakd/nda (and Bhavabhüti) that the MSS. agree in record¬ 

ing (49, 47, 51,1 f.) that Sita came into his hermitage and there 

gave birth to her two sons, whom he afterwards taught to 

repeat the Rdmdyana. Yalmiki thus appears to be a new 

acquaintance of Sita; so that those passages in the previous 

books, which speak of an earlier meeting having taken place 

between them, must evidently have been added at a later 

period.—In the peculiar position which JavAli occupies in the 

Rdm., I am inclined to recognise a slight trace of the pique 

which probably animated our poet, a follower of the black 

Ydjus (vide supra, pp. 17-18, n.f) against the Jäväla-school of 

the white Fey us. 

f Regarding the mention of Buddha, in II. 104, 33 (ed. 
Schlegel), vide supra, p. 11. 
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against so high an antiquity as Las Litherto been 

assigned to tbe Bdmayana. 

^orj fifthly, do the data relating to tbe history 

of religion, which are furnished by the Rdmayana, 

give any certain evidence that a high antiquity 

should be assigned to the poem. Specially notice¬ 

able in this connection is the absence of any refer¬ 

ence to Krishna or the Krishna-worship (see 

Grorresio: Introd. t’o vol. I. 1843, p. xciii.), though 

of course the only legitimate inference to be drawn 

from this silence is that we must not push the date 

of the work too far back* The same remark ap¬ 

plies to the absence of any mention of the D ä ki- 

n i and (if I do not mistake) of the Vidyadhara. 

The Yedic gods, however—for instance, Indra, 

Vayu, Agni, Rudra—are'repeatedly mentioned, and 

frequently as taking part in the action of the poem ; 

but alongside of them, and decidedly ranking as 

the principal deities, we find Brahma, Yishnu 

(Karayana), and Siva ; and one of the' chief ten¬ 

dencies of the poem, in its present form at least, is 

a distinctly implied desire to exalt Yishnu above 

the other gods. Whether the legends that specially 

* It ought also to be said that this silence is capable of ex¬ 

planation by the rivalry of these two incarnations of Yishnu, 

or rather by that of their respective followers. Rama un¬ 

doubtedly represents an earlier stage of Vaishnavism; but it is 

certainly possible that his becoming the deity of a sect is due 

to some previous development of the Krishna-worship. 
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serve to favour this and other aims, regarding the 

pious Savari, and regarding Sarabhanga, 

Kabandha, and V i r a d h a, are to be ascribed 

to a Christian origin (as Monier Williams thinks) 

or to a Buddhist one (which is my own opinion— 

1Ram. Tap. JJp. p. 276), is a question which must 

probably be left in the meantime undecided 

(Savari, indeed, recalls the “ woman of Sama¬ 

ria”) : but, in any case, completely to strike 

them all out of the original text, and to regard 

them only as latter additions, would certainly be 

attended with considerable difficulties. (In con¬ 

nection with this part of the subject we may refer 

also to Sambukain the Baghuvahsa and in JBha- 

vabhuti; differently in the Uttarakdnda 82, 3.) 

I refer, in the sixth and last place, to the diction 

of the work, as exhibiting on the whole decidedly 

less of a tendency to take liberties with the gram¬ 

mar than is shown in the earlier parts of the 

Mahdbhdrata. There is an important difference 

also in the form of the composition in the two 

works, and in this the Udmdyana is at a disad¬ 

vantage, as in it the concluding verses of the chap¬ 

ters (and the remark holds true of all the recensions) 

are constructed in various metres, more artificial 

than the single epic sloka-measure. From this it 

is quite evident that a more artistically correct 

kavya-form was aimed at; and accordingly the 
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Rdmdyana is frequently designated as mahäkävya 

(see my Acad. Vorl. über Ind. Lit. G. pp. 180,181). 

Tlie title of tlie chapters, sarga (not adhyaya)., pro¬ 

bably furnishes additional evidence in the same di¬ 

rection. 

If the preceding considerations have made it 

sufficiently clear that there is nothing either in the 

substance or in the form of the Rdmdyana distinctly 

inconsistent with the idea that it was composed at 

a time when Greece ha^d already exercised a consi¬ 

derable influence on India, that on the contrary it is 

necessary to strike out of the poem important pas¬ 

sages* which clearly indicate such an influence,—• 

the external testimonies to the existence of the 

work, which we are able to produce from the rest 

of Indian literature, are in complete harmony with 

this result. If, indeed, Gorresio is right in sup¬ 

posing that the passage in the Rdja-Tarangini, I. 

116, according to which king Dämodara was 

condemned to wear the form of a serpent “ until 

he should have heard the whole of the Rdmdyana 

in one day,” decides in favour of at least the 

“ remota antiquita del poema” (Introd. to vol. I. 

pp. xcvii-viii.), inasmuch as king Dämodara II. 

lived about the beginningof the 14th century B.C., 

—then, of course, nothing further need be said ! But 

* Which would be a work of some difficulty with regard to 

the numerous passages in which the planets are mentioned. 
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it is well known that the Raja-Tar angiiyi itself dates 

only from the beginning of the twelfth century of 

onr era (composed about 1125, see Lassen, Ind. 

Alt. I. 473, II. 18) ; and we should certainly hesi¬ 

tate to ascribe such a “remota antiquita” to this 

epic, merely on the ground that- in it the Rdma- 

yana is brought into connection with the bewitch¬ 

ment of a king who is presumed to have reigned 

2400 years before the date of the poem ! And be¬ 

sides, the Dämodara of the Rdja-Tarangim has 

nothing whatever, to do with the fourteenth cen¬ 

tury before Christ. On the contrary, he is spoken 

of in the poem as having sprung from the race 

of As oka! # (I. 153): the Indo-SJcytMan (Tu- 

rushka) kings Hushka, Jushka, and Ka- 

nishkaf are mentioned as his immediate suc- 

* If—let me say in passing—the notices regarding Asoka’s 

son Jalokain the R&ja-Tarangtni (I. 108 if.) did not so 

directly characterise him as an enemy of the Mlechha, a 

friend of the S i v a-worship, &c., it would be very reason¬ 

able to recognise in his name just a misunderstood reminis¬ 

cence of the name of Seleukos. And indeed I find it 

difficult, in spite of these notices, to refrain from looking for 

the Indian name in the Greek one. [Conf. Ind. Antiquary, 

vol. II. p. 145.] 

f It is singular that among their successors the following 

names reappear (1.192 ff.) immediately after one another:— 

(Gonarda III.)Yihhi shana, Indrajit, Bävana, Yi- 

bhishana; see Lassen, vol. II. p. xxi.; and this circumstance, 

taken in connection with the Buddhist persuasion (partial as it 

was) of these kings of Kashmir, furnishes a curious incidental 
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cessors; and consequently lie must have reigned 

(see Lassen, Ind. Alt. II. 275, 408) “ after the over¬ 

throw of the Greek raj, some time in the begin¬ 

ning of the first century b. c.” But however 

little importance we may attach to this notice in 

the Baja- Tarangim as determining the question 

at issue, it is certainly a singular circumstance that 

the earliest time to which the Ramdyana is re¬ 

ferred, and tlien it would seem as a work that had 

not yet been completed, is just a period that lies 

exactly in the middle between the raj of the Y a - 

v a n a and that of the S a k a—both, with their 

victorious hosts, well known in the Ramdyana (vide 

supra, p. 44). 

If we take the testimonies to the existence of 

a Ramdyana in their chronological order, the first 

that I have as yet met with is the mention of a 

poem of this name in the Anuyogadvdrasutra of the 

Jains (see my Treatise on the Bhagavati, I. 373, 

374, II. 248); in which it takes its place with 

(though after) the Bhdrata at the summit of profane 

literature. This s u t r a is indeed considerably later 

than the Bhagvatisütra itself: it is not reckoned 

support to Wheeler’s theory, according to which these names 

occurring in the R&mayana are to be considered as indicating 

the Buddhist princes of Ceylon. Regarding Gonarda III., 

indeed, it is stated that he persecuted "the bhiJcshu (I. 186); 

hut regarding his son Vibhishana I. we have nothing of the 

kind. R ä va na worshipped Yalesvara (Siva ?). 
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among the twelve sacred an gas of the Jains, 

though it undoubtedly belongs to their earlier texts, 

standing somewhat on the same footing with the 

Suryajpfajnapti ; and it is beyond all question 

considerably older than the Kalpasutra, composed 

in the beginning of the seventh century. We 

cannot, it is true, assign to the work any definite 

date. We are unable therefore to determine 

with certainty whether it would not be more 

correct to give it the second place in our list, 

the first place belonging rather to the Bharata 

referred to, -in conjunction with the Rdmdyanay 

in this s ü t r a—to the various episodes name¬ 

ly, , and allusions to the Rdmdyana which are 

found in the MahabJitfrata, and specially to the 

history of Rama as that is treated in the Ra¬ 

ma yana. The difficulty in determining this ques¬ 

tion lies in this, that it cannot be ascertained 

whether that text of the Rhamta which existed at 

the time of the Anuyogadvdrasutra really contained 

these episodes and allusions. 

At the head of the ‘testimonies to be taken from 

the Mahdbhdrata, we have to name the Rdmopd- 

hhydnam, that lengthy episode introduced near the 

end of the third book (15872-16601), in which the 

story of Rama is told almost precisely in the way 

that V ä 1 m i k i represents it, but at the same time 

without his name being mentioned, or even the 
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Remotest allusion being made to tlie existence of a 

Rdmayana. Tbe entire episode is placed ratber 

in tbe moutb of Märkandeya, wbo, after tbe 

bappy restoration of Kr ishnä(Draupadi) wbom 

Jayadratba bad carried away, narrates it by 

way of consolation toYudhishthiraasan ex¬ 

ample taken from tbe olden time to sbow tbat bis 

was not a singular experience. Tbe substantial 

agreement, however in tbe course of tbe narrative, 

frequently even in tbe form of expression, is so very 

marked tbat we are involuntarily led to regard it as 

a kind of epitome of tbe work of Y ä 1 m i k i. On 

tbe other band it must be admitted tbat there are 

also striking points of difference, partly arising from 

the fact that various passages which are contained in 

our present text of tbe Rdmayana are altogether 

wanting in this episode, partly on account of nume¬ 

rous actual deviations, some of them very important, 

from tbe story as told by Yalmiki. Thus tbe 

narrative begins with tbe circumstances tbat pre¬ 

ceded fine incarnation of Yishnu; and it treats 

with much fulness of detail of what is mentioned 

in tbe Rdmayana first in tbe Uttarakdnda only, 

though with material variations from tbe represen¬ 

tations there given,—namely, tbe early history of 

Havana and bis brothers. Tbe sacrifice of Da¬ 

ss a r a t h a , tbe education of ft a m a, bis winning 

of S i t ä as bis bride, and indeed tbe entire contents 

6* r 
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of the Bdlakdnda, are left altogether unnoticed. 

The narrative really begins, after the mention of 

Rama’s birth and a few brief words regarding 

his youth (15947-50), with the wish of Dasa- 

r a t h a to inaugurate him as heir-apparent to the 

throne. Even the Ayodkydkdndam and a great part 

of the Aramyaka ndam are dispatched in a few verses 

(15950-90). The more detailed account begins, 

in accordance with the purpose for which the story 

is told, with the appearance before Havana of 

the mutilated Surpanakha (== Ram. III. 36, 

Gorresio); but from this point onward the various 

incidents of the Rdmdyana are related in essentially 

the same order as in that poem, although with 

many variations in details. The putting of K a - 

b a n d h a to death is told without the alleviating 

balm of his restoration to life (Ram. III. 75, 33). 

The story of S a v a r i is wanting. Equally so is 

the account of the dream sent by Brahma to 

comfort Si ta. The dream of Trijafca (Ram. 

V. 21) and Havana’s visit to S11 ä (Ram. Y. 27) 

are inserted between the installation ofSugriva 

(Ram. IV. 26) and the subsequent summons ad¬ 

dressed to him four months afterwards to come 

forth and take part in the battle (Ram. IV. 32) ; 

inserted here, no doubt, because the discovery of 

Sitaby Hanumant, in connection with which 

these incidents are narrated in the Rdmdyana, is 
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only slightly touched on in this episode, and indeed 

merely in the brief report of it which Hanumant 

himself gives to Rama.* The god of the Ocean 

consents here at once to the building of a bridge 

under Nala’sdirection (16300), without waiting, 

as in the Bamayana, Y. 93, to have that consent 

forced from him by the arrow of ßäma. Y i - 

bhishana comes over as a deserter only after 

the bridge is finished (16314), not before (Bam. 

Y. 92). Kumbhakarnais killed by L a k s fi¬ 

rn a n a (16426), not by the arrow of Rama. The 

twice-performed sacrifice of I n d r a j i t in Nikum- 

bfiilä (Ram, YI. 19, 39; 52, 18) is wanting. The 

striking down of Rama and Lakshmana by 

the scLrabhandha (arrow-charm) of Indrajit 

occurs only once (16466), not twice, as in the Bam. 

YI. 19, 76; 52, 51; and consequently their revival 

is necessary only once, not twice (Ram. YI. 24, 2 ; 

53, 2ff.). The herb that has the power of healing 

Wounds is not fetched even once (much less twice, 

Bam. YI. 53 and 83)f by Hanumant from 

* It is worth, of notice that a portion of this report recalls 
the story of Ikaros—that, namely, which tells that the vulture 
S a m p ä t i singed his wings when, in a race with his brother 
J a t ä y u s, he flew too near the sun (16246). Conf. B&m. VII. 
38, 79. 
t In the Bombay edition the fetching of the herb occurs 

only once (VI. 74, 33ff.); while, on the second occasion of its 
being used, Sushena immediately applies the herb, which 
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Gandhamadana, but is found in tbe band of 

Sugriva (16470). Sita does not pass through 

any fire ordeal, but the gods summoned by her as 

witnesses* * Vayu, Agni, Yaruna, Brahma, 

all come.of their own accord, and bear testimony to 

her chastity. Without doubt, then, this narrative 

in the MaJiabhdrata is in many respects more pri¬ 

mitive than that of the Rdmdyana; * and in fact 

is already by this time in his possession (VI. 92, 24ff.). And 

so it is also in A (fol. 58a- and 75a-) and in C (fol. 2505 and 

287b). 

* Thus, the circumstance that R ä m a is satisfied with the 

oath of S i t ä and the testimony of the gods to her innocence 

especially appears to me to be more ancient than the represen¬ 

tation in the Ram&yana, where she is not purified until she 

has first passed through the ordeal of fire (VI. Ill, 25ff.). It 

is singular enough that in the Uttarak&nda also, twice over (48, 

67; 104, 3), Rama speaks only of th§ oath of S i t ä and the 

testimony of the gods to her purity, not at all of the ordeal; so 

that the latter conld hardly have existed in the R&m&yama at the 

time when the Uttarak&nda was composed! In the course of 

time, even the ordeal was felt to be no longer satisfying; and 

the constantly growing feeling of fastidiousness and scrupulo¬ 

sity on the part of the people with reference to this matter 

sought to satisfy itself by supplementing the story with the 

repudiation of S i t a, as we find this related in the UttaralcÖMfla, 

in the Raghuvcmsa, in the Uttarar&macharita, &c. But if 

they went unquestionably a great deal too far in their punctili¬ 

ousness, yet it must be allowed that in this respect they show 

throughout a higher moral tone than we find among the Greeks, 

in whose epic Menelaos without any hesitation takes back the 

beautiful Helen as the wife of his bosom, after she has spent 

years with her paramour, Paris!—In the Mah&bhä/rata the 

Pändavasdo not make Draupadi herself suffer on ae- 
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we are now and tlien tempted to ask whether, in¬ 

stead of an epitome of the latter work, we may not 

rather have before ns the original ont of which 

the 1Idmdyana has been developed.* * Or ought 

we to assume only that the Mahdbhdrata contains 

the epitome of an earlier recension of our text of the 

Rdmdyana ? an assumption, however, which would 

imply, with regard to the latter, an alteration so 

serious in the interval, that we could no longer 

speak with any propriety of the identity of the 

work; as there would in that case be rather two 

distinct texts treating of the same subject, and 

agreeing substantially in the main, but with im¬ 

portant variations in detail. Or, thirdly, should 

these differences be perhaps regarded as merely 

emendations which were to be found in the epitom- 

iser’s text of the Rdmdyanat and which he selected 

count of her being disgraced by D u hs & s ana, or of her being 

carried away byJayadratha, as she was quite innocent in 

the matter (just as S i t S was): but they vent their fury exclu¬ 

sively upon the offender; and in this respect the MahdbhQ/rata 

unquestionably occupies a more primitive and more chivalrous 

stand-point, even as compared with what is contained in this 

episode. 

* Though of course this would not hold good for the entire 

narrative in the Ram&yana, but only from III. 36 onward, as 

the preceding incidents inEäma’s history, which were of no' 

importance so far as the purpose was concerned for which the 

episode was introduced into the Mahdbhdrata, are accordingly 

almost entirely wanting in that poem. 
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by way of preference?*—this consideration only 

being opposed to such an idea, that a large propor¬ 

tion of these variations bear the impress of a greater 

simplicity and antiquity, f Or lastly, as a fourth 

possibility that may be advanced, should both texts, 

the B dmojodJchyana and the Rdmdyana, be regarded 

as resting alike upon a common groundwork, but 

each occupying an independent stand-point, J and 

therefore representing the incidents of the story in 

accordance with different purposes ? I am unable 

at present to commit myself to any decision. One 

thing is certain: with all the admitted difference, 

there yet remains on the other hand a mutual con¬ 

nection so evident that we are justified in regarding 

this episode of the Mahabhdrata as at all events 

furnishing a proof of the existence at that time of 

some form of the Rdmayana. It is true that we 

have not succeeded in gaining here a chronological 

datum, as we do not know when this episode be- 

* Compare, for instance, the considerable alterations which 

the histories of Kadambari, Dasakumara c ha/ri ta, &c. have 

undergone in the Kathdsaritsdgara ! 

f We can hardly he expected to recognise as original all the 

useless repetitions and re-touehings, which he has judiciously 

avoided (the space at his command of course was more limited!), 

and which served only to increase unreasonably the extent of 
the Rdmayana. 

t It is noteworthy that the Rdmopdkhydna assumes as its 

starting-point the incarnation ofYishnu in Rama, but yet 

treats the latter throughout as a merely human hero. 
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came a part of the Mahabhdrata; this only we can 

say, that whether or not we strike out, with Muir 

(Orig. Sansk. Texts, IV. 412-3), the Vaishnaya in¬ 

troduction, the admission of the episode undoubt- 

edly belongs to a tune in which the Rdmdyaua 

was made use of for Vaisbnava—in other words, 

for anti-Buddhist—purposes. 

Nor is the testimony .of the Mahabhdrata to the 

existence of poetical representations of Rama’s 

history restricted merely to this one episode : other 

passages also of the same work furnish similar tes¬ 

timony.* Thus in an earlier portion of this same 

third book, a description is given of a meeting be¬ 

tween B h ima and the Monkey Hanumant, in 

which the latter is directly mentioned (11177) as : 

‘Edmdyane Hivikhydtah,’ and in which he himself 

gives (11197-11219) a brief sketch of that portion 

of the Rdmdyana which follows the rape of S i t a.f 

* We remark, however, in passing, that such testimony af¬ 

fords no materials for deciding the question which of the two 

epics is the earlier; for none of these passages belong to 

the substance of the Mahabhdrata proper, hut they are all 

found in the overgrowth of episodes with which the original 

body of the work (8800 slokas, according to 1.81) is envel¬ 

oped. Compare on this point my Vorles. über Ind. L.G. p. 181, 

and Indische Skizzen, p. 38. 

f It is worthy of notice that here, as in the Rdmdyana and 

the Ramopakhyana, the history of Rama closes with his 

return toAyodhya (where he enjoyed a prosperous reign of 

11000 years), and that no mention is made of the putting 
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Regarding R ä m a it is said in tlie same place tliat 

he Vis hnur mdnusharupena chachdra vasudhd- 

ialam; he is thus regarded as an incarnation of 

Vishnu (compare on this point Mahabhdrata 

XII. 12949, 12968, where he appears as the eighth 

of the ten avatdras of Vishnu).—In the seventh 

book also (2224-46, amplified from XII. 944-955) 

the story of Rama is given as one of sixteen 

proofs* * taken from the olden time that even the 

noblest are overcome by death, his contest with 

R ä v a n a for the ravished S i t a being briefly told, 

the chief stress being at the same time laid on 

the wonderful happiness of the people under his 

reign. The earlier recension of this episode, con¬ 

tained in the twelfth book, is perfectly silent re¬ 

garding S i t ä and R a v a n a, and describes only 

the happiness enjoyed during the time of Rama’s 

reign, and indeed represents it in the liveliest 

colours-as a truly Golden Age. This Brahmanical 

representation of the Rama-saga is therefore that 

which comes nearest to the version found in the JDa- 

away of Sitä (on account of the suspicion of the citizens of 

Ayodhyä), which is not found even in the Ram&yana until we 

come to the Utta.ralcdnda. 

* These are sometimes very interesting: see Ind. Stud. I. 

276*77- The putting to death by covetous robbers of the prince 

Suvarnashthivin, who was continually dropping gold 

about, recalls the hen or the goose that laid golden eggs, of our 

nursery tales, and their similar fate. 
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sarathi-Jdiihi. Since, however, it is also perfect¬ 

ly silent regarding the exile of R a m a, we shonld 

certainly be in error if we were to employ it as a 

proof that, at the time when it was composed, the 

version ofValmikiwas not yet in existence. It 

is evidently not at all intended to give a detailed 

account of the incidents of R a m a ’ s life, but only 

to describe the splendour of his brilliant reign; and 

in point of fact it does this (as does also the en¬ 

larged form in Book VII) in essential, partly even 

in verbal agreement with the Rdmdyam, 1.1; VI. 

113. And besides, there is nothing said in either 

of the versions of this episode (either in Book XII 

or in Book VII) regarding Rama’s being an in¬ 

carnation of V i s h n u.—In the twelfth book there 

is quoted also a sloka (2086) regarding the indis¬ 

pensableness of royalty, which reads thus: jpurd 

gito JBhdrgavena mahdtmand \ dhhydne R d - 

macharite. And this is evidently a direct re¬ 

ference to the work of V ä 1 m i k i, who in the 

Uttarakdnda, Cl. 26, is expressly designated as 

Bhargava* (compare also Verz. der Berl. S. H. 

p. 121). The verse is as follows :— 

rdjdnam jorathamaiii vindet tato bhdryam tato dhan- 

am | 

raj any asati lohasya Jcuto bhdryd huto dhanam\\ 

* V A1 m i ki is usually designated as P r ä c h e t a s a; see 

7 r 
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and it occurs, if not in these exact words, yet with 

identically the same sense, in' the Serampore edi¬ 

tion, II. 52, 9, and also in the Bombay one, II. 67, 

11 (after II. 67, 95 Schlegel), as follows :— 

ardjaJce dhanam nd'sti nd ’sti hhdryd ’py ardjake|| 

while the corresponding sections in Schlegel 

(II. 67), in Gorresio (II. 69), and in A (fol. 565) 

present nothing directly answering to this. (This 

identical verse recurs also in the Hitopadesa, 1.194, 

see Böhtlingk, Sprüche, 2616.) 

And in this connection we may subjoin the fol¬ 

lowing. In the seventh book, w. 6019-20, there? 

occurs, placed in the month ofSatyaki, a direct 

quotation from a work ofValmiki. In that pas¬ 

sage we find these words :— 

api chd ’yampurd gitah sldho Va ImiJc in d hhuvi ; 

Rdm. Introduction, v. 5, Schl.; TJttarakwnda, 0.19, CII. 12 ; 

Raghuvansa,XV.63; Prachetasisasumameof V a r u n a, 

father of Bhrigu. In the Bhdgavata Purdna, VI. 18, 4, V ä 1, 

m 5 k i appears as a son of Varunabya valmiJca (fCharsha- 

ni Varimasydsid yasydrh jdtp Bhriguh punah | Vdlmikis 

cha mahdyogi valmilcdd abhavat purdj. In the Samskdra 

Kaustubha, 183b, Valmikiis represented as belonging (with 

P ä n i n i, but after him) to the race of the Bhrigavas (in 

an account which purports, as it would seem, to be borrowed 

from Baudhäyana). In the passage from the Mahdbhdrata 

quoted above, the designation of Välmikias Bhärgava 

is perhaps selected also because immediately afterwards, in v. 

2089, a verse is quoted from the Manu Prächetasa 

Perhaps it was thought that the quoting of two P r ä c h e 

t a 8 a s, one after the other, might cause some misunder¬ 

standing. 
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and tlien follow three hemistichs— 

na Jiantavyah striya iti yad bravishi pi a v a m~ 

g amam 19 n 

(thus I answer thee) sarvakdlam manushyenavya- 

vasayavatd sada \\ 

piddkaram amitrdndm yat sydt kartavyam eva tat 

«20 

I cannot indeed recall any passage in the Rama- 

yana similar to this, nor can I remember any situa¬ 

tion in which such words addressed to a Monkey 

would have been appropriate (the affair with 

T ädakä , I. 27, 28, has of course nothing to do 

with what is here quoted) ; but yet the passage 

seems to afford sufficient evidence of the existence 

at that time, and indeed for a long time previous 

(purä), of a work composed by Valmiki, in 

which Monkeys played a part, and in all proba¬ 

bility this was just a Rdmdyana ! In addition to 

this, Y almikiis also frequently mentioned in 

the Mahabhdrata, and invariably with great honour, 

as belonging to the old maharshi, but yet with¬ 

out any further reference to his being the author 

of a poetical work, so that it remains doubtful 

whether these passages refer to the author of the 

Rdmdyana, to the grammarian of the Taittiriya- 

Prdtisdkhya (vide supra, p. 17 n. ), or to some 

other sage of the same name. Thus (in I. 2110), 

Ms skill is extolled to Janamejaya:—* Vdl~ 
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mikiv at te nibhritam svaviryam’; lie belongs to 

tbe suite of tbe sabhd of Sakra (II. 297), as 

Närada informsYudhishtliira (Ya 1 mikis 

cba mahatapäh), but also to tbe worshippers of 

Krishna, XII. 7521 (Asito Devalas tdta Bai¬ 

rn i/c is cha mahdtajpdh\ Mdrkandeyas eha Govinde 

hathayaty adbhutam mahat) and Y. 2946, where he 

is called Y almika* (;SuJcra-Ndrada-VdlmiJca ma- 

rutah Kusilco Bhriguh | devd brahmarshayas chaiva 

Krishnam YadusuJchavaham \ jpradakshinam avar- 

tanta salnitd Vdsavdnujam ||). 

Lastly, there are some passages that refer to the 

Bdmdyana to be found also in the Harivahsa, which 

is regarded as a supplement (khila) to the Mahd- 

bhdrata. The authority of this work has recently 

gained increased importance! from the circum¬ 

stance that it has been ascertained that Suban- 

dhu, the author of the Vdsavadattd, who in all pro¬ 

bability lived about the beginning of the seventh 

century, was even then in possession of a recension 

of it, which actually contained at least a portion of 

the work as we now have it (see Ind. Streifen, I. 

* Under this form of the name he appears in a modern work 

among the sons of Chitragupta; see Aufrecht, Catal. 

3416. In the Mahdbharata itself (V. 3596) Välmikiis also 

found among the names of the sons of Garuda; see the Pe¬ 

tersburger S. Wörterbuch, s. v. 

f The Kavi translation of the work appears to he of 

modem origin; see Ind. Stud. II. 143. 
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380) ; and the same may be said also with regard 

to the mention made of this work in the Kddam- 

.foari of Ban a, who is to be assigned to a date not 

long after that of Snbandhu.; see, for instance, 

Kddamban, I. 45, 80. * In the ‘first passage, then, 

of the Harivahsa that bears on onr subject (2324 

-59), mention is made, along with the other nine 

avatäras of V i s h n u, of his incarnation also as 

Rama, and of this hero’s childhood, exile, contest 

with R a van a, &c.,. (exactly as in the Bdmd- 

yana) ; and then, after the return from Ceylon, the 

splendour of his reign is described (from v. 2343 

onwards) in essentially the same fashion as in the 

episode of the sixteen ancient kings in the Mahd- 

hhdrata, Books VII. and XII., and consequently in 

similar harmony with the Bdmdyana^ I. 1, and VI. 

113. The author states that he relies for his ma¬ 

terials upon “ ancient ballads” wliich treated of his 

subject (2352, gdthds cha 'py atra gay anti ye 

purdnavido jandh | Bdme nibaddhah . ..). A very 

special testimony to the existence of the Bdmdyana 

is borne also by the second passage (8672-4), in 

which direct mention is made of a dramatic treats 

ment (ndtaMkriiam) of the rdmdyanam mahd- 

* Ha^ivanS a kathevd ^nekav&laTcrtddramaniya, p.45,— 

yaduvansam iin kulaJcramagatasürabMmapurushotta-- 

mabalMpowipalitcm, p. 80 (or, is what is spoken of here not the 

work, but the vcmsa itself 

7*r 
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kavyam, without indeed connecting therewith 

the name of V ä 1 m i k i, but with statements so 

definite as clearly to show that, so far as regards 

its main elements, our present teNt of the Rdmd- 

yana existed even at that time, and already in its 

Vaishnava form. We are informed, namely, that 

the renowned actor to the eulogising of whom the 

passage in question is devoted,* represents in a 

drama “ the birth of the immeasurable Vishnu 

for the purpose of fulfilling his wish to put to death 

the prince of the Rakshasas. Lomapada 

(and) Dasaratha (in the drama) caused the great 

muni Rishyasringa to be fetched, by means of 

Santa and the courtesans. Rama, L a k s h - 

man a and Satrughna, Bharat a Rish¬ 

yasringa aud Santa were personated by 

actors characteristically dressed”, (read hritdh 

instead of kritaih).—-A third passage occurs at 

the close (16232), where, among the verses that 

extol the sublimity of the Mahäbhärata, we read ; 

“In the Veda, in the pure Rdmdyancc in the 

Bhdrata, H ari 1 s (praise) is everywhere sung, in 

the beginning, at the end, and in the middle 

* The entire narrative in the passage in question is deeply 

interesting in its hearing upon the history of dramatic art in 

India. The same frenzied enthusiasm which celebrated actors 

awaken in our own day appears, from the narrative, to have 

been common in India also, with all its seductive allurements 

and effects on the female portion of the audience, &c. 
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tke attributive puny a shows the high estima* 

tion in which the work was held at the time when 

this concluding section Was composed, though it 

may no doubt have been only a later addition.—■ 

Eulogistic mention of V a 1 m i k i, associated with 

Y y a s a, and therefore most probably as the author 

of the Rdmdyana, occurs also in V. 5 ;fdl labhyate 

VyasaDdohah pramdnam gitam cha Vdlmtkimahar- 

shind chd; and in v. 2285 :—'“ Thou (O Arya !) art? 

sarasvati cha BdlmikeQi !) smritir Dvaipdyane tu* 

thd.” 

The Vaishttava completion of the greater part 

of these passages from the Mahdbhdmta affords 

tmmistakable evidence that they belong to a time 

in which the banner of the national gods had been 

raised in opposition to Buddhism. But whether 

they reach so far back as to the beginning of this 

period is, to say the least, doubtful; or rather we 

may say that there is no manner of doubt that it 

cannot have been the case with regard to those 

passages in which a fixed system of ten avatdras is 

assumed. 1ST or does the circumstance that the 

existence of-a Harivahsa in the sixth century seems 

to have been ascertained furnish any proof that 

the whole of what we at present find in the poem 

(which extends, as is well known, to 16374 slokas) 

actually belonged to it at that time. 

We descend now from the region of the Epic, 
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Which, has always been regarded as sacred (punya)) 

into that of profane literature. The earliest text 

of this nature in which the story of R a m a is 

referred to in such a manner as to furnish certain 

evidence of the existence of a Eamdyana is, so far 

as yet known,# the M r i chh a Jc at i k a, purport¬ 

ing to be the work of a king S ü d r a k a. It is 

true that the date of this work is also by no means 

definitely fiied ;f but so much at least is certain, 

* No help in this direction is'to be got from P ä n i n i (see 

Ind. Stud. 1.147-148); but what about the Mahdbhdshya ? I 

have been able' to find nothing bearing on our subject in the 

portion of this Work published by Ballantyne. 

f For there were several kings who bore the name S udra- 

k a : conf. Rdja-Tarangini, III. 345, and the notices in B ana, 

33 an din, Somadeva (ind. Streifen, 1.354), Lassen, IL 

509. Inlsvarachandra Yidyasagara’s essay on the 

“Marriage of Hindoo Widoibs,” Calc. 1856, there is a passage 

(p. 63) quoted from the “chapter of prophecies in the SJcanda 

Purd/na,” according to which king Sudraka reigned 3290 

years after the beginning of the Kali (3101 B. c.; correspond» 

ing therefore with 189 A.D.) twenty years before the Nandas 

(3310 Kali; therefore 209 a.d.!) whom C h a n a k a y a wished 

to destroy; while in the same passage Yikramäditya is 

assigned to the year 4000 Kali, corresponding to 899 a.d. ! 

trishu varshasahasreshu Kale r ydteshu pdrthiya | 

trisate cha daianyune by asydm bhuvi bhavishyati || 

Sü dr a ko ndma virdndm adhipah siddhasattamah | 

nripdn sarvdn pdpardpdn vardhitdn yo hanishyati || 

Charvitdyam (?) samarddhya (worshipping the divinity 

at Charvita,” Isvarachandra) lapsyate bhübhardpahah | 

tatas trishu sabasreshu dasddhilcasatatraye || 

bhavishyam Nan da rdjyam cha C hdnaky o ydn ha» 

nishyati | 
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that it was composed at a time in which Buddhism 

was flourishing in full vigour, and Ram a-worship 

or K r i s h n a-worship had not yet come into 

existence.—I have not been able to find any simi¬ 

lar reference to the Bdmdyana in the dramas of 

Kalidä sa;* * but allusions to it occur in his 

Meghaduta (vv. 1. 99) and in the JRaghuvahsa, 

in which latter work direct reference is made to 

the ‘ Prdcheta-sopajnam Ramayanam,’ that is, to 

Välmiki (XV. 63, 64). Unfortunately, how¬ 

ever, we are met here also by the difficulty that 

arises partly from the uncertainty that still exists 

regarding the date we should assign to Kalidasa 

(third or sixth century of our era : see my Abh. über 

Krishna's Geburtsfest, p. 319 ; X. D. M. G. XXII. 

guklatirthe sarvaqpdpanirmuktiih yo ’bhilapsyate || 

tatas irishu sahasresfiu sahasrabhyadhik eshu cha [ 

bhavishyo Vikramddity o rajyam so ’trapralapsyate fj 

The same passage had previously been quoted in the Asiatic 

Researches, IX. 107, from the Kumarikakhomda of the Skanda 

Purajna; but it is remarked there that some MSS. read St¬ 

rata instead ofSudraka. 

* In the Vikramorvasi, the subject of which is also the car¬ 

rying off of a beautiful woman by a demon, there would have 

been an excellent opportunity, especially in Act IV. (see LIV. 

5,13 ; LV. 1) for alluding to the rape of S it a. The words 

Tisamkü via antarale chittha, SSakuntala XXIX. 22, ed. Böht- 

lingk (XLII. 13, ed. Premachandra), refer also indeed to the 

saga which is found in the Rdmdyana, I. 60, 31 (Schlegel); but 

the reference is not necessarily just to this version of it in the 

R&mayana. 
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726ff.), partly with reference to the Raghuvahsa, 

about which there exists at least some amount of 

doubt whether we are right in ascribing it to the 

author of the dramas and of the Meghaduta* We 

have to mention besides, in this place, still another 

work which undeniably assumes, as its very 

groundwork, the existence of a Rdmdyana, and 

which at least in recent times (see Hofer, Z. für 

die W. der Spr. II. 500 ff., Verz. der Berl. S. JS. 

pp. 156, 369), has been ascribed to Kalidasa; 

namely, the Setubandha; for the more recent 

editors and scholiasts have endorsed the statement 

that Kalidasa composed this work by the 

command of king Vikramaditya for a king 

Pravarasena, that it had been begun by the 

* Compare also Z. D. M. Gr. XXII. 710; Ind. Streifen, I. 

312 ; II. 373. According to the notices in the Pandit, No. X. 

p. 141, the work has twenty-six sargas in the Dhar&nagarani- 

v&si-K&lid&sa,valn3y%, not merely nineteen. Is this local dif¬ 

ference to he regarded as due to influences that at least date 

far back, and as favouring the idea that the work should be 

ascribed to Kalidasa, who lived at the court of the D h ä r ä- 

king, B h o j a ? It is greatly to be desired that Shankar 

Pandit, whose edition of the Raghuvansa (Bombay, 1869, 

Cantos I.—YI.; containing, besides the text and Mallinä- 

th a’s Commentary, 54 pages of notes and 8 pages of various 

readings taken from MSS. and from the Commentaries of 

Vallabha and Dinakara) we have to welcome as the 

first really critical work of this kind for which we are indebted 

to a native of the country,—would furnish us with some further 

and fuller information regarding this point. 
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latter himself, and that the ambiguous words 

4 ahinavarddraddhd* .. metti vva . . nivvodhum hoi 

dukharam havvakahd’ in v. 9 of the introduction 

refer to this leginning of the work by the “ new 

king, Pravarasena. f In accordance with 

this latter statement, B ana (in all probability at 

the beginning of the seventh century), in the 

opening of the Harshacharita, ascribes the com¬ 

position of the setu to Pravarasena:^ (see Hall, 

Vdsamdcdtd, p, 13,14, 54, and my Ind. Streifen, 

I. 357.) There is a strong temptation to identify 

this royal author with the renowned Kashmir king 

Pravarasena II., who appears in the Raja- 

Tarahgim, ni. 109, 123, 293 ff., as a contemporary 

of two U j j a y i n l kings—H a r s h a surnamed V i- 

kramaditya, and Pratapasila surnamed 

Siladitya, and as successor of the poet Matri- 

g u p t a, § whom H a r s h a placed on the throne 

* abhinav ar dj a rabdhd or abhinavardgdrabdhd. 

f Bhojadeva iti kechit says the scholiast. 

J At least it is stated there “ that by means of the setu the 

fame of Pravarasena had extended to the further shore of 

the sea.” And as the words :—“ or who would not be charmed 

with the admirable... language of Kälidäs a,” do not imme¬ 

diately follow, but are separated by a verse from, the forego¬ 

ing, they can not be understood as containing the groundwork 
of Pravarasena’s fame. 

§.Matrigupta reigned only five years (Rdja-Tarafigini 

III. 268), during which Bhartrimentha (placed by B a j a- 

sekhara between V a 1 m 1 k i and Bhavabhüti; see 

Aufrecht, Catalogus, 140 a) composed the Hcvyagrivabadha, 
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in Kashmir. And according to this supposition, 

if this king really reigned, as Lassen (Ind. Alt. 

IX. [402] 770, 910 IF., xxiv.) holds, from 241-266 

of our era, the composition of the Setubandha would 

in fact date as far hack as the third century ! 

Since, however, Bhäu. Daji has directed atten¬ 

tion, in the Journ. Bombay Branch B. A. S. VII. 

208 ff. (1861. Jan.), 228 ff., VIII. 248-51 (1864, 

Aug., published in 1868), to the relations that 

probably existed between Pravarasena and 

Hiwen Thsang, and especially to the contem¬ 

poraneousness of Harsha var dhana, Silä- 

d i t y a, and Hiwen Thsang, # it certainly seems 

and presented it to the king (ib. 264-268). He abdicated the 

throne on hearing of the death of his patron, Harsha, retired 

toY aranasi, and, in consistency with the gentleness of his 

disposition (see ib. 259-260), became a Buddhist ascetic (kri- 

tali&shdyasarkgrahah . . yatih, ib. 332 ; see Lassen, Ind. Alt. 

II. 907-909). Nothing is known regarding Mätrigupta’s 

poetical works (Bhäu D ä j i’s identification of him with 

Kalidasa does not rest on any reasonable foundation); on 

the other hand, the scholiasts occasionally quote passages from 

a rhetorical work in slokas bearing his name. 

* When BhauDaji, in the same essay, connects the Setu- 

■ bandha with the building of a bridge of -boats which Prava¬ 

rasena, according to the B&ja Tarangini, III. 356 (Lassen, 

II. 915), threw across the Y i t a s t a, and accordingly asserts 

(p. 223) “ that the construction of this very bridge is the 

subject of the Setu Kavya,” he falls into serious error. That 

circumstance, however, whether the poem is to be attributed 

tosthe king himself (as B ä n a has it) or to his K ä 1 i d as a (a3 

the tradition goes ; see also Bhäu D ä j i’s reference l. c. tp 
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more reasonable to regard king Pravarasena 

II. * * as contemporary with, or perhaps as the 

immediate predecessor of, the Chinese pilgrim, and 

therefore as belonging to the beginning of the 

seventh or the second half of the sixth century, y 

Besides, we do not need this identification in order 

to make good that the Setubandha belongs at 

the latest to this period, seeing that, besides being 

referred to by B ä n a, it is expressly mentioned also 

Rämäs'rama’s commentary on the Vdr&nasidarpcma of 

Sundar a),might well have furnished an opportunity for cele¬ 

brating by song the corresponding bridge-building by Rama, 

especially as the Raja Tarangini expressly mentions (III. 358) 

that the king had direct relations with Ceylon.—From inscrip¬ 

tions, unfortunately undated, which have been found in Seoni, 

in the upper Narmada valley, we learn that there were, be¬ 

sides, two other kings called Pravarasena who reigned there, 

over a region that bore the nameV a k at a k a: see Prinsep, Journ. 

As. S. B. 1836, p. 727 ff-; Lassen, Ind. Alt. III. 653-4. Pra¬ 

varasena II. appears in these inscriptions as the grandson, 

by his mother’s side, of a .Maharäjädhiräga Devagupta, 

whom Lassen places at about 380-400. The seal impressed 

upon the corresponding copper-plate grant bears the inscription 
(in sloka) :— 

Vdie atakalalamasya kramaprdptanripasriyah [ 

rajnah Pravarasenasya sdsanarh ripusdsanam || 

* The grandfather of the same name, Pravarasena I, 

died, according to the Raja Tarangini, thirty-six years before 

the king mentioned in the text ascended the throne. 

f InBana’s Harshacharita, Pratapasila appears as 

the father of Harshavardhana; and the king who, ac¬ 

cording to Hiwen Thsang, corresponds with the latter, himself 

bears the name S il ädity a; see Hall, Väsavadattd, pp. 17, 

51; Ind. Streifen, I. 354-5. 

8 r 
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in Dan d in’s Kavyadarsa, I. 34 ; and the date of 

Dandin’s works ought no doubt also to be as¬ 

signed to the sixth century (see Ind. Streifen, I. 

312 ff.). 

hiow, for this period the testimonies to the 

existence of the Rdmayana flow in upon us in great 

abundance. Passing over the mention of Rama 

as a demigod in Varahamihira (505-587), which 

takes for granted at least that he was at that time 

especially honoured (see my Abh. über die Rama. 

Tap. Up. p. 279), we instance the following as re¬ 

ferring to the poem itself:—the Bhdttilcdvya, writ¬ 

ten* * * § inValabhi under king Ö r i dharasena 

(530-545 according to Lassen) ; the Satrunjaya- 

Mdhatmya, written in the same place under king 

Siläditya, about 598 f; the Vdsavadxttd of 

Subandhu, written about the beginning of the 

seventh century, J in which, among other evidence, 

express mention-* is made of the SundaraJcdyda as . 

even then known as a section of the Rdmdyam ; 

and lastly the Kddambari of B a n a, which dates 

from about the same time, or rather a little later, § 

and in which also repeated reference is made to 

* See Lassen, Ind. Alt. III. 512. 

t See my Abh. über das Satrunjaya-M&h&tmya, pp. 8, 12, 
29, 30. 

X See Ind. Streifen, I. 373, 380. 

§ See Ind. Streifen, I. 354 ff. 
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the Bdmmjvm (seel. 36, 45, 81). The Saptasataha 

of H ala (see v. 35, 816) may perhaps be also 

mentioned in the same connection (see my Treatise 

on the same, p. 6ff.).—And in the last place—last, 

not least -we have to mention here also the name 

ofB havabhuti, whose date appears to be fixed 

by the Baja Tarahginl, IV. 145, as belonging to the 

reign of Yasovarman, the contemporary of 

Lalitaditya, and therefore, according to Lassen, 

695-733‘.# It is well known that he has taken 

for the subject of two of his dramas the story of 

Hama with special reference to Valmiki’s Rd- 

mayana (see my Abh. über die Rama Tap. JJp. p. 

279). And indeed one of these, the Uttamrdma- 

charita, possesses in this respect a deep and special 

interest, from the circumstance that it quotes some 

verses directly from the Ramdyana, and thus 

provides a means of critically verifying the then 

existing text of the work. There are three passages 

in which this test can be applied. The first of 

these occurs in the second Act (ed. Calc. 1831, p. 

27; ed. Cowell, Calc. 1862, p. 26), where the Ra- 

mäyana, I. 2, 18 (Schl., Ser., 17 Gorr., 15 Bomb, 

also in A B C), is quoted word for word, and as 

being (just as in that passage) the verse which 

* It is not clear what reason Hall has for placing B ha¬ 

vabhuti before Snbandhn (Introd. to the Vdsavadattd, 

pp. 27, 37); see Ind. Streifen, I. 355. 
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prompted Välmiki to enter upon tlie composi¬ 

tion of the entire work :— 

md nisJidda, pratishthdm tvam agamah sdsvatih sa- 

mäh | 

yat * Jcrauhchamithundd ekam abadhih kamamo- 

hitam || 

The other two passages occur in the sixth Act 

(pp. 115, *116; Cowell, pp. 157,158), the one close¬ 

ly following the other. The first consists of two 

verses which, according to the statement there 

given, should be found—balacharitasyd ’nte ( ntye\?) 

’dhyaye’ (sic ! not sarge !) —consequently, at the 

close of the JBdlakdnda ; they read thus :—• 

pralcrityaiva priyd Sita Humasyd 7 7 sin mahdtma- 

nah | 

priyablidvaJi sa tu tayd svagunair era vardhitah\\ 

tathaiva Hamah SUdyah prdnebhyo 7pi priyo ’bha- 

vat [ 

hridxyam tv eva junati pntiyogam parasparam JJ 

And corresponding herewith, the last chapter 

of the Bdlakanda in B C, in Schlegel’s and in the 

Bombay editions, and the last chapter but one in 

Serampore edition, contain respectively two verses 

(LXXXVIL 26, 27, Schl. LXIIL 72, 73, Ser., 

LXXVJX 26-28, Bombay), which are the same in 

substance at least, and correspond to . some extent 

also in expression; they read as follows :— 

* yah B (fol. 6b). 
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priya* tu Sita Rdmasya dar uh pitriJcritdf iti | 

gunad rupagunach cha 1'pi prUir% bhüyo vyavar- 

dhata§ || 

tasyas cha bhartd dvigunam ]| hridaye parivar- 

tate^[ \ 
antargatam** api vyahtam dkhydti’ff hridayam 

hridd\X II 

In Gorresio there is nothing at all corresponding 

(see I. 79, 45-48) ; and the chapter in which the 

two verses now quoted occur in Schlegel, &c. is 

not in Gorresio the last, but (as in the Serampore 

edition) the one before the last of the Bdlakdnda. 

There is, on the other hand, one text at least, 

namely A, that gives the two verses quite identi¬ 

cally with Bhavabhuti’s text, with only these 

trifling variations: “ abhivardhitah, hy eva, °yogam 

puratanam”; and in fact they appear in this text 

also immediately before the close of the Bdlahdnda: 

after them there follow, just as in B 0 Schl., only 

two other verses, the second of which likewise 

closes the book in B C Schl. §§ 

* svayath B C. fpraUkritd G, priyakritd B. X gund rü- 
pagunds chd’pi puncvr B C. § ’pite dhikdh (!) C, pi vard- 
dhatdh (!) B, ’bhivardhute, Ser. Bomb. 

|| punar vahugunam Ramarh C. «[ punar bhüyo hridi 

sthitah B C. ** andkhydtcm B C. ff vydkhydti B C. 
XX hridsi B C. 

§§ These read as follows : 

SUayd tu tuyd Rdmah priyayd saha sathgatah | , 
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The second of the two passages from the sixth 

Act (being the third we cite from the TJttarardma- 

charita) reads thus :— 

tvadartham iva vinyastah sildpado ’yam agratah | 

yasyd ’yam abhitah pushpaih pravrishta iva ke- 

sarah || 

The corresponding verse, however, reads thus 

in Schlegel (II. 96, 6), in Carey-Marshman (Ser., 

II. 70, 5), and in the Bombay edition (II. 96, 

5, 6) : 

tvadartham ilia vinyastd tv iyam slalcshnasamd 

sild \ 

yasydh parsve* taruh pushpaih prahrishta f iva 

kesarah% It 

in Gorresio (II. 105, 6) on the other hand :— 

tvadartham iha vinyastah sildpatto ’yam agra¬ 

tah I 

asya pdrsve taruh pushpaih pravrishta iva ke- 

earah I]. 

priyo ’dhikataras tasyd vijahdrd ’maropctmah ]| 

tasyd sa rdjarsMsuto ’rt/wrQpa/yd, (1) samiyivdn (2) xtttama- 
rajakanyayd j 

aUva Ramah su'mblie sukdntanjd, (3) yuktah sriyd Visit- 
nur iva ’pardjitah (4) 

1 ’bhikdmayd C Schl —2 sameyivdn B C Schl.—3 ’bhi- 

rdmayd B C muddnvito Schl.—4. vibhuh sriyd Vish- 

nur iva ’maresvarah Schl., sastva pürnah sahitah, 
svakdntayd C, sasiva pürno divi Dakshakanya/yd, B. 

* pdrsva,, Ser. f pravishta, Ser. Bomb. J kesaraih, Ser. 
kesaraih, Bomb. 
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and in A, fol. 78b (unfortunately the second book 

exists bere only in one MS.) :— 

tvadartham iha vinyastah sildydm sukhasam- 

starah | 

yasyah parsve taruh jpushjpai{r) vibhrashta iva 

kesaraih |). 

If, then, we are to draw any conclusion regard¬ 

ing the rest of the text from the differences in these 

three examples, it must be allowed that the result, 

. as regards its authenticity, in the form in which 

we possess it, will be very far from encouraging. 

But with respect to this matter we are entitled to 

ask, whether, as matter of fact, Bhavabhüti 

made his quotations with such accuracy as that 

they really represent the text then in existence P 

And when we remember the extremely unreliable 

way in which Indian authors are accustomed to 

make their quotations, we are fully justified in 

asking such a question. But it ought to be con¬ 

sidered, on the other hand, that the quotations here 

in question were made from a work that was uni¬ 

versally known and esteemed; that any considerable 

deviations from it would therefore have certainly 

been noticed by the public before whom the drama 

was represented, even though they might not have 

been possessed of any great critical acumen; and 

that consequently the poet would not be likely 

to lay himself open to the charge of misquot- 
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ing.* It must, however, in my opinion, be allowed 

that the diversity in the above quotations does not 

on the one hand permit us, by reason of their 

limited range, to pronounce any decisive verdict 

on the question at issue, and that on the other 

hand it is not, after all, so very serious—not in any 

great degree exceeding the difficulties which we 

have already encountered, namely, the variations 

in the different recensions, the notices in the scholia 

regarding interpolations, and the contradictions 

and repetitions within individual texts. These 

quotations in Bhavabhüti, in fact, furnish 

rather a most valuable guarantee that the Rama- 

yana, taking it as a whole, really existed at that 

time in essentially the same form as that in which 

we at presenf possess it.—And indeed this further 

* And we learn from the beginning of the Mdlattmddhava 
that Bhavabhuti had some bitter antagonists to face, 
probably from among the circle of his own Brahmanical re¬ 
lations, who reproached him, the Brahman, for not having 
given himself “to the study of the Vedas, and to acquiring a 

knowledge of the Upanishads, of the Sdhhhya and Yoga” 

and for turning his attention instead to the dramatic art. He 
treats these opponents of his with lofty disdain, and appeals 
from their judgment to the verdict of futurity and to the world 
at large :—“ Those who are here seeking everywhere to de¬ 
preciate us, do they really know anything ? This work of mine 

is not for them.” || “ There will arise, yes, even now there lives, 
many a one like-minded with myself (who is able to appre¬ 
ciate me)! ( for time is boundless and the world is wide.” || 
Bold words reminding u3 of Ovid: quaque patet domitis 
Romana potentia terris. . . ? 
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conclusion maybe drawn from what we find in 

tbe Uttarardmacharita, that at that time the stories 

also which are contained in the Tlttarahdnda were 

already thoroughly established, in so far at least 

as they refer to the repudiation ofSi taby Rama 

after his return; to the birth of her two sons, 

Kusa and Lava, in the hermitage of V a 1 m i k i; 

to the latter’s educating of the two boys in an 

acquaintance with the Rdmdyana which he had 

himself composed ; and to the re-uniting ofßama 

and S 11 a.* The same remark holds good for the 

Raghuvahsa. But in the telling of these stories 

B.havabhuti deviates in some degree from the 

version of them given in the Uttarakdnda (as also 

from that of the Raghuvahsa). He cannot find 

it in his heart, for instance, immediately to separate 

again the newly re-united pair, but leaves them 

in their state of restored union ;f while in the 

* Neither the Rdmdyana itself, the Rdmopdkhy&na, the 

notices in the third, seventh, and twelfth books of the Mahd- 

bhdrata, nor those in the Harivansa (vide supra, p. 71 ff.) make 

any mention of these incidents; on the other hand, they are 

all unanimous in relating that E a m a, after his return, dasd 

’svamedhdn djahre jdrdthydn sanirargaldn (RdmopdkJiydna 

Mahdbhdrata XII. 952. Harivansa; bhüridahshindn, Rdmd- 

ycma) ; or, as we find it in an amplified form in Mahdbh. YII- 

2232:—ajahdra.. J nirargalamsajdr'tithyam asvamedhasatam 

vibhuh. 

t Just as in the recension of the Rdmdyana followed by 

Wheeler (p. 403), and in the Janmini Bhdrata, xxxvi. 87- 
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UttaraJcdnda, CIV. 11 ; Raghuvahsa, XV. 82 (and 

in the Adhydtmardmayana, according to Wheeler), 

S i t a is obliged to adduce this further proof of 

her innocenoe, that in answer to her prayer 

the ground opens, the Earth-goddess ascends 

out of the chasm, and takes S i t a down with 

her into the Rasätala.* And then, further, the 

first meeting of It a m a with his two sons, which 

* Very different therefore both from our version of her 

“ wishing to sink into the earth with sha/me,” and from the 

versions of the Buddhists. For in a Buddhist legend (Fausböll, 

Dhammapada, p. 340), the earth opens, the flames of A v i c h i 

(the hell under the earth) burst forth, and the slander ess sinks. 
down into them ; and in Rogers (p. 158) several other instances 

are given of falsehood being similarly punished. Compare 

also Fausböll, l. c. p. 418, Wilson, Select Works, I. 69, and 

Bigandet, Life of Gaudama (1866), p. 231, according to 

which Suprabuddha, the father-in-law of Buddha, 

seven days after he had calumniated the latter, sank down 

through the earth into hell, as a punishment for his offence. 

A similar fate befell Devadatta, Fausböll, l. c. p. 148, 

Bigandet, p. 252. According to Bigandet, p. 83, it was a universal 

custom among the Buddhists to call upon the Earth as a witness 

“ of the good works they have done or are about doing and 

this custom is said to have arisen from the circumstance that 

Buddha himself, in his contest with Mara, appealed to the 

Earth to bear witness in his favour. 

Our “ wishing to sink into the earth with shame” occurs in 

Sdkuntald, lxxi. 17, ed. Böhtlingk, where Ö ä k u n t a 1 a, re¬ 

pudiated by the king, cries out in her despair:—bhaavadi va~ 
suhe ! dehi me vivaram ! (bhaavadi vasundhare! dehi me an- 
ta/ram, ed. Premachandra, p. 109, 1). So also inBhavabhu- 

t i ’ s Mahdviracharita, p. 54, where Jämadagnya (Para, 

suräma), after being defeated by Rama, cries out:—bha- 
gavati vasundhare prasida randhraddnena. 
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in the Uttaralcdnda, C. 1 ff., Raghuvahsa, XV. 63 ff. 

(and Adhydtmaramäi/ana) follows only upon their 

chanting, at Rama’s sacrifice, of the Rama- 

yana which V ä 1 m i k i had taught them, is much 

more poetically introduced in Bhavabhüti, 

namely, by Lava’s defeating of the army sent 

out for the protection of the sacrificial horse : # the 

prowess of the son proves his legitimacy, and con¬ 

firms the innocence of his mother. Whether these 

variations in Bhavabhüti are to be credited to 

himself, or whether the responsibility of making 

them rests on some other recensionf of the Uttar a- 

* This idea is still more fully developed in the Jaimini 
Bhdrata (chap, xxx—xxxvi); and the recension of the Rama- 
yana followed by Wheeler (p. 402) also agrees with this version 

of the story. In the Jaimini Bhdrata K u s a is victorious over 

his three uncles, and even over Rama himself, after Lava 

has been taken prisoner by Satrughna: the story is some¬ 
what differently told in Wheeler. 

f From the Sdhityadarpma, § 304 (p. 136; see also p. 233), 

it appears that the rules of rhetoric not only permitted the 

dramatic poets, but even required them, both to omit anything 

objectionable in the traditional legends which they made use 

of, and to select such variations in the stories as good taste 

might seem to demand. Thus we are told that Rama’s slay¬ 

ing of Y ä 1 i by means of a stratagem, in the Rdmdycma, is not 

mentioned at all in the drama Uddtta-Rdghava, and that in 

the Sugriva-Viracharita the incident is modified to this extent, 

that Yali goes forth to kill Rama, and then is killed by 

Rama. This last reference is probably toBhavabhuti’s 

Mahdviracharita (pp. 76-82, Wilson, Hindu Theatre, II. 330- 

331), which among other deviations from the version given in 
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hand a less precise, and possibly more wanting in 

reverence for tbe poet of the Rdmdyana, must in 

the meantime be left an open question. The cir¬ 

cumstance that the version given by Wheeler, 

equally with that in the Jaimini-Blidrata, harmo¬ 

nises in part with that of Bhavabhuti, cer¬ 

tainly tells against the theory that these variations 

owe their origin to the latter ; but yet it’ wants the 

force of direct evidence, inasmuch as both of these 

versions may really bear a latßr date than his, a sup¬ 

position which is in fact decidedly favoured by the 

exaggerations which they exhibit (see p. 95, n. #). 

—With reference to this matter, I remark, in 

passing, that the whole of this later story about 

Kusa and Lava as sons of Hama seems to me 

to have been invented merely by the bards and 

minstrels, kusilava, in order to avert from 

themselves the odium attached to the name 

ku-silava (see my Acad. Vorles. über Ind. Lit. 

G. and the St. Petersburg Lexicon, s. v.), and 

to obtain, on the other hand, the highest possible 

consideration for their order. 

And, as bearing upon this part of our subject, I 

now draw attention to the additional fact that, 

according to the account given by Friederich in 

his treatise lieber die Sanskrit und Kavi-Literatur 

the R&m&yana, contains, as a matter of fact, also the one here 

mentioned. 
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nuf der Insel Bali (see my notice of this work in 

the Ind. Stud. II. 188-136), the Uttarakdnda repre¬ 

sented too as haying been composed by V ä 1 m i k i, 

appears also among the Sanskrit words translated 

into the K a v i language; and likewise that the 

Arjunavijaya, an independent Kayi poem (see 

ibid. p. 142), is borrowed, so far as its substance 

is concerned, from the same work (see Uttara- 

Idnda, 21, 22). We are, however, in the mean¬ 

time prohibited from drawing any chronological 

conclusion from this circumstance, so long as we 

are unable to fix exactly the time at which the 

work found its way into Java. The relations of 

India to this island have evidently not been re¬ 

stricted to the circumstances of merely one immi¬ 

gration, but they extend in all probability over 

several centuries; and consequently the” work 

may have passed over from the mainland at any 

particular date during that period. Lassen has 

indeed entered his protest {Ind. Alt. II. 1043ff.) 

against Friederich’s view that the earliest of those 

relations does not go farther back at all events than 

the year 590 a.d. ; but whether his own views 

are so perfectly trustworthy has yet to be proved. 

In any case, what Friederich himself states regard¬ 

ing the K a v i translation of the Bdmdyana—see 

my remarks thereon in the place already referred 

to—is not brought forward with the view of mak* 

9 r 
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ing out that a high antiquity ought to be assigned 

to it: on the contrary, the conjecture which I have 

there expressed, to the effect that the poem re¬ 

ferred to is probably not the Ram ay ana itself, but 

only a B alar dmay ana, into which were interwoven 

the latest incidents in the story ofßäma, nar¬ 

rated for the first time in the JJttara'hdnda—this 

conjecture seems to be borne out by the fact that 

recently, and just in Southern India, quite a number 

of similar works bearing the name B a l a r d md- 

y ana have been brought to light: see Taylor, 

Catalogue of Oriental MSS. of the College, Fort St. 

George (Madras, 1857) I. 295, 296, 299, 419, 450, 

455. These are, to be sure, designated for the most 

part thus:—“A Brief Epitome for Schools (106 

slokas);” but, besides these, mention is also made 

(p. 456) of two separate Samgraha Rdmdyanas—a 

short one in seven sargas, and a longer one of 

uncertain extent (the MS. is defective; it contains 

about fifty sargas) ; and similarly (p. 169) of a 

prasanna-Rdmayana in twenty-one sargas * If 

we add to those the numerous translations of 

the Rdmdyana that are referred to in the Cata¬ 

logue, with or without the UttaraJcartda, in almost 

all the languages of the Dekhan, in Tamil (p„ 

In the Kavi-Rfimwyana according to Friederich, the 

contents of the first six books of the R&m&ycma are also di¬ 

vided into twenty-five sargas. 
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269, 520, 521), in Telagu (p. 499), in Ma¬ 

lay ala m (p. 670), in U riya (p. 675), in Kana- 

r e s e, both in prose and in verse, pp. 595, 597, 604, 

605,655,666,602 (bdlardmdyana), 603, 606 (Rama- 

yanajprabandha) ,we are furnished, even from modern 

times,# with a sufficient number of analogues of the 

Kavi translation of the Ham ay ana, so that we are 

under no necessity, from the mere fact of its ex¬ 

istence, to carry it back to any early date, as long 

as it cannot be shown from other sources that it 

really has any claim to such an antiquity. 

To go beyond Bhavabhüti, in order to ob¬ 

tain testimonies for the existence of the Rdmdy ana, 

is evidently unnecessary ; but yet, considering the 

importance of the work with reference to the his¬ 

tory of literature, there is a certain interest in such 

an investigation. And therefore I will also exhibit 

here in one view, at least briefly, such other lauda¬ 

tory notices of the Rdmdy ana, and such works di¬ 

rectly assuming its existence, and especially based 

thereupon, as I find ready to my hand. As instances 

of the former class, I mention the notice of, and pane¬ 

gyric upon, the Rdmdy ana, and indeed upon V a 1 m i- 

* The translation by Kamban (with the Uttarakanda) 

must certainly date, according to Wilson, Mack enzie Collec¬ 

tion, 1.163, 164, as far back as Slake 807=a.d. 885. The Kana- 

rese version of the Rdmdy am,a dates, according to Weigle (Z. d. 

M. G. II. 278), from about the 14th century. 
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k i, by R ä j asekhar a,# who lived about tbe end 

of the tenth century, in the opening of his Prachanda- 

pdndavam (Aufrecht, Catal. p. 140a-),—by Dha- 

n a rh j a y a, who belongs to the same period,t in 

his Das amp a, I. 61 (Rdmdyanddi cha vibhavya 

Briliatkathdm cha),—by Govardhana, who 

also lived somewhere in the tenth or twelfth cen¬ 

tury, J in the opening of his Saptasaü (v. 32,—ki¬ 

ll dm dy ana Bhdrata-Brihatkathdndvi havm namas- 

Jcurmah; v. 33, sati lidhutsthakulonnatilcdrini R d- 

m dy a ne Tdm anyaJcdvyena ?),—by T r i v i k r a- 

mabhattain the opening of his Damayatihathd 

(v. 11, namas tasmai Jcritd yena ramyd Rdmdyani§ 

* Regarding the time at which he lived, conf. Ind. Streifen> 

1.313,314. R äj a geh har a lived both before Bhojadeva, 

who quotes him in his SarasvatiTccmthdbharcma, composed, 

after Muhj a ’s time: see Aufrecht, Catal. p. 209a; and before 

Dhanikarsee Hall, Introd. to the Dasartipa, p. 2. The 

verse in the opening of the Prachandapandava, which has in 

view the self-laudation of the poet, occurs again, in precisely 

the same words, in the beginning of another drama by the 

author, the Bdlardmdyana namely (I. 16, p. 9, vide infra, 

p. 107), and reads thus :— 

bdbhüoa V almik a bhavah purd Tcavis, tatah prapede 

bhuvi Bhar tri men thatdm | 

sthitah punar yo Bhav abhUti relihayd sa vartate 

samprati BajaseTcharaU |j 

f See Hall in his edition (Calc. 1865), Introd. pp. 2, 3. 

J See my Abh. über Kola’s Saptasataha, pp. 9, 10. 

§ Y y ä s a with the Bhdrata, B a n a and Gunädhy a are 

mentioned further on. 
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hatha),—by tbe Rdjatarahgini (I. 166, vide supra, 

p. 61), —finally, by Sarngadhara* ('bavin* 

dumnaumi Vdlmihimyasya Rdmdyamm kathdm\ 

chandrikdm iva chinvanti chakord iva sddhavah |{ 

see Böbtlingk, Ind. Sprüche, 3885 ; and Anfrecbt, 

Catal. p. 124&). In tbe Brahmavaivartapurdna also : 

itihdso Bhdratarh cha V dlmtlc a m kdv’yam eva 

cha are mentioned after eighteen Tipapuranas (see 

Burnouf, Introd. to- the Bhdgavata Pur ana, I. 23.) 

In the Vishnupurdna, III. 3, “Riksha, tbe de* 

scendant of B h r i g u, who is also known by tbe 

name V a 1 m i k i,” appears as tbe Vydsa (reviser) 

(of tbe twenty-fonrtb dvdpara—which unquestion¬ 

ably refers to Valmiki’s authorship of tbe 

Rdmdyana (see Wilson, p. 273, Hall’s ed. III. 35). 

In tbe latter class, we have first of all to con¬ 

sider tbe later epic literature to which tbe 

two great epics gave rise. Tbe literature of 

tbe Pur anas, however, which calls for tbe earh- 

est attention here, yields comparatively little 

that bears on our subject (see my Ahh. über die 

Rama Tap. Tip. p. 281). I take from Aufrecbt’s 

Catalogus tbe statement that tbe Agnipurdna 

in seven chapters, quse singulorum Rdmdyance 

librorum nomina gerunt, contains an epitome of tbe 

* According to Hall, Introd. to the V&savadatta, p. 48, a. d. 

1363. 
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seven books of tbe Udmdyana* (Aufrecht, p. la) ; 

and that in the P a dma pur ana several sections are 

occupied with the history of Rama (ibid. pp. 13, 

14). The Shandapurdna, too, appears to contain a 

short section with the same, introduced in connec¬ 

tion with the account of the Rdmanavamivrata.'f 

Regarding the section of the Vishnupurdnä that 

relates to this matter (IV. 4), see Wilson, p. 385, 

and Hall, in his edition of Wilson’s translation, 

III. 317. In addition to these, I have only been 

able to get from the Prahmdndapur dna a Rdmd- 

yanamdhdtmya (Aufrecht, l. c. 30<i), and Adhydt- 

mardmdyana.% But we have still to mention here 

that singular work which bears the name : dr sham 

(or drsheyarachitam) vdsishtham mahdrdmdyanam— 

see Verz. der. Perl. 8. H. pp. 187-194; Aufrecht, 

Gatalogus, p. 354ab), which is placed in the mouth 

of Valmiki, and which against the 24,000 

verses of the ordinary Rdmdyana seems to repre- 

* And before that of the Earivansa and the Mahdbhdmta. 

t In a passage quoted in the Sa/rvada/rsancisciyhgrcihci, lxxii. 

15, from the Skanda, the mdla-Rdmdycma, “ Original Rdmd- 

yanais designated, after the four Vedas, the Bhdrata and the 

Fanchardtraha, as also possessing the character of a sdstra• 

And this evidently presumes the existence of various later 

versions of the Rdmdycwicb. 
t On this work see Wheeler, in vol. II. We already know, 

from Friederich (Ind. Stud. II. 131, 132), that this Purdm,a> 

is found in Java, on the island Bali, and it would be interesting 

to learn whether the Javanese text contains also these two 

pieces. 
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sent a redaction in 100,000 verses,* * * § but really 

contains only an exhortation addressed by V a - 

sishtha to the youthful Rama regarding true 

blessedness and the means of attaining to it, ac¬ 

companied by numerous narratives, that are quo¬ 

ted as illustrative examples.f We have next, 

directly connected herewith, the artificial epic (dat¬ 

ing perhaps even from the eleventh centuryJ), Rd- 

ghavajpdndaviya of Kaviraja, which sums up 

at the same time and in the same words the con¬ 

tents of the Rdmdyana and of the Mahdbhdrata, 

and which has served as a model for a whole series 

of similar artificial works.§ And lastly, as occu¬ 

pying the same ground, though quite modern, we 

* When Täranätha (Schiefner, p. 6) speaks of a Rdmd¬ 

yana in 100,000 verses, as little weight is to he attached to the 

statement as when (ibid.) he ascribes 80,000 verses to the 

Raghuvansa! 

f For the sake of these stories, a more thorough investigation 

of the work would certainly he very valuable. It is quoted so 

early as by S arngadhara (see Aufrecht, Catalog us, p. 

125a), and it was .probably composed in Kashmir. 

X See Ind. Streifen, I. 352, 269, 271, and my Abh. über das 

saptasatakam des Hdla, p. 6. 

§ Thus Chidambrakavi in his Bhdrata-Rdmdyam- 

Bhdgavatasdra treats of the history of these works at the 

same time and in the same words ; see Taylor, Catalogue, pp. 

175,176 (each verse is therefore “ capable of three renderings”).. 

An analogous literary conceit is the Rdmalrishnakdvya, pro¬ 

bably composed by Suryadäsa, whose date falls about 

1540; see Aufrecht, Catalogus, 132a. 
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have to mention also :—the Rdmachandraclmritra- 

sdra of Agnivesa (Aufrecht, Oatal. p. 1215),— 

the Rdghavavildsa of Visvanätha, author of 

the Sdhityadarjpana (p. 208, ed. Roer)—4wo works 

bearing the name Rdmavildsa, the one composed 

by Ramacharana (see Aufrecht, 2145) ; the 

other (an imitation of the Gitagovinda) by H a r i - 

natha (ibid. 132a),—the Raghundthabhyudaya 

of Sri Rämabhadrambä (see Verz. der 

Berl. S. E. p. 154),—the Abhirdmandmakdvya of 

Sri Ralamänätha (ibid. p. 156),—‘the Rdma- 

Jcutuhala of Goyinda, from the middle of the 

seventeenth century (Aufrecht, 1985),—finally, 

the revision of the Setubandha in the Setusarani, 

from the beginning of the same century (see Verz. 

der Berl. 8. E. pp. 154-156). 

The dramatic literature, however, that has a bear¬ 

ing on this matter is peculiarly rich.* At the head 

of the list we may name the Prasannardghava of 

Jayadeva, son of Mahadeva; f at the head, 

* Conf. supra, p. 78, the earliest notice of the kind that hears 

npon the subject from the Harivansa. According to the Saht- 

tyodarrpooa, § 2/7, p. 126, the substance of the RamS/yomi forms 

a particularly suitable subject for nataka. 

t Aufrecht, 141 b. It is certainly doubtful whether this 

Jayadevais identical with the author of the Gitagovinda, 

as Hall believes; see my Abh. über Halo’s Saptasataka, 

p. 10. According to the account in Bholanath Chandar’s Travels 

of a Hindu (Loud. 1869), 1. 57, the author of the Gitagovinda 
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because according to Hall (Preface to tbe Dasa- 

rupa, p. 36) a verse from this drama is quoted in 

Db a n i k a, and it must therefore be placed before 

tbe middle of tbe tenth century. Tbe Mahdndtaha, 

ascribed to Hanumant bimself, belongs also to 

tbis period; for, according to Aufrecht (Catal. 

209a), it is quoted so early as by B b o j a d e v a, 

tbe author of tbe Sarasvatikanthdbharana, which 

dates probably from tbe end of tbe tenth, or it may 

be from the beginning of tbe eleventh century : 

Särngadhara also (Aufrecht, 125«) quotes it 

occasionally; and with tbis, too, accords exactly the 

venerable tradition (see Wilson, Hindu Theatre, II. 

372-3), which ascribes tbe composition of tbe work 

to tbe Monkey Hanumant himself,* * who first 

lived so late as tlie end of the fourteenth, or rather the begin¬ 

ning of the fifteenth century, and was an adherent of Ramä- 

nanda. Compare also the account in Wilson, Select Works, 

I. 65 ff. Now, considering the strong bias of the GUagovinda in 

favour of Krishna-worship, we should not readily infer that its 

author belonged to the Rama sect. 

* Hanumant appears also in the UttaraTcfi/rida, XL. 18, as a 

great grammarian. According to the account of the scholiast 

Kataka, he was the ninth vyakaranaliarta (see Muir, Sans¬ 

krit Texts, IV. 417, 418). It is probable that a grammarian 

actually bore this name ; and that his work was then imputed 

to the illustrious first bearer of the name (and there is a work 

ascribed to him, on the ten avataras of V i s h n u; see Aufrecht, 

Gatalogus, p. 232a).—Quite analogously, the name of Ravana 

is quoted as that of a king of Kashmir (vide supra, p. 62, n.f); and 

it is told of the Lanka prince himself (see Ind. Stud. V. 

161, Ind. Streifen, II. 202); that on one occasion, on the Chi- 
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“ engraved or wrote it on the rocks,”* * and then, to 

please Y a 1 m i k i, cast it into the sea, lest his Ra- 

may ana should be thrown into the shade ; in B h o - 

traktita, he wrote upon stone the bhashya ofPatanjali, 

&c., and by that means preserved it from being lost. According 

to Hall’s communications in M. Müller, Rigveda, vol. III. p. 

xiii, there are also ascribed to Havana, or at least to some one 

of that name, a Rigbhdshya and a commentary “ on one of the 

Vakhas of the Yajurveda,” both of which are said still to exist. 

Similarly a RavcmabhAshya to the Samaveda” (Host in Ind. 

Stud. IX. 176), A parisishta belonging to the Samaveda 

bears the name Ravanabha/it; see Burnell’s valuable Catalogue 

of his Yedic MSS. in Trubner’s Record, Jan. 1870j p. 651. Tfre 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1862, pp. 129- 

134, contains some specimens of Havana’s Rigbhdshya, com¬ 

municated by Dr. FitzEdward Hall from a scholion on the 

Bhagavadgita by Surya Pandita. 

* In this writing “ on the rocks” (see also the preceding 

note) we have evidently a testimony to the existence of the 

“rock inscriptions” of Piyadasi, and specially the Brah- 

manical conception of that fact. Compare with this also the 

account in the Foe Koue Ki, chap. 28, regarding the forty-two 

questions which were addressed by Sakra to Buddha and 

written with his finger on a rock. As regards, moreover, the 

well-known tradition of Hanumant’s being prior to Y ä 1 - 

m i k i, is it not probable that we should look for its origin in 

the fact that the Rama legend was chanted in the dialects of 

the people before it was clothed in Sanskrit by Yalmiki? 

As a matter of fact, the first account that we have of Ram a is 

in Pdli, and even then composed in a partially metrical form. 

The statement too in the Adhydtma Ramayana (vide supra, p. 

18), that Yalmiki was “ of low caste,” may perhaps be consi¬ 

dered as pointing in the same directiön. Compare, as analogous 

with this, the statement that the Brihatkath. a was originally 

composed in Paisachi, in the language of the Bhütas (already 

in Dandiu’a Kdvyddarsa, see Ind. Streifen, I. 314). 
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j a ’ s time, however, some portions came again to 

the light, and, at his request, were arranged by 

Misra-Damodara (see further Aufrecht’s no¬ 

tices in the Gatalogus, 1425, 151«; Taylor’s Cata¬ 

logue, I. 146). In Taylor (I. 11) mention is made 

also of a second drama of this name, and indeed as 

having been composed by“Bodhayanachari” 

(vide supra, p. 18, note). The Champurdma- 

y a n a, by Vidarbharaja, “ otherwise Bho- 

j a r a j a,” in five a n k a s, also claims (Taylor, I. 

175, 455) to date from the time of B h o j a. Similar 

claims to belong to the middle or the end of the 

tenth century are set up by the B alar dm dy ana, 

a somewhat tasteless drama byßäjasekhara* 

* See Hall, Preface to the Basar vpa, pp. 30, 31. The Bala- 

ramdyana has recently been published in Benares (1869) by 

Govinda D e v a Sästri, first in the Pandit newspaper, 

and afterwards in a separate forpi. It consists of ten Acts (pp. 

312), and exhibits a remarkable absence of poetic feeling! There 

is much that is interesting, however, in the account contained 

in the opening of the poem regarding Räjasekhara. From 

this it appears that M ä d h a v a was quite in error when he 

described him, in the Sankaravija/ya, as king of Kerala (see 

Aufrecht, Catal. 254t ff., Ind. Streifen, I. 314). According to 

the account given here, he sprang from a Ydydvarakula (see 

the St. Petersburg Lexicon, s. v.), and was the gwru, or rather 

upddhyaya, of a king Hirbhayaor Mahendrapala, of 

the Raghu family, who is designated as his pupil. The same 

verse in laudation of the poet which, according to Aufrecht 

(vide supra, p. 100. n. J), is found in the opening of his drama 

Prachandap&ndava, and which extols him as a newly arisen 

Valmiki, Bhartriraentba, and Bhavabhuti, turns 
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and by two dramas tbat are also quoted by Dba- 

n i k a in the scholia to the Basar dp a, namely, the 

Uddtta-Rdghava* * and the Ghhalita-Rama (Hall, p. 

36). All three are quoted also in the Sdhityadar- 

pana. In addition to these, we have still to mention 

the following dramas that bear upon onr subject:—* 

the Anarghardghava of M n r ä r i (quoted as early 

as by S a r n g a d h a r a, Aufrecht, 124& ; according 

to Wilson, II. 383, dating from the thirteenth or 

fourteenth century),—-the Krityd-Rdvana,—the Ja- 

naM-Raghava—the Bdlibadha—the Rdghavdbhyu- 

daya,—the Rdmacharita (or isBhavabhuti’s 

work here meant ?),—'the Rdmdbhinanda,—-and the 

Rdmdbhyudaya.f The Rdmachandrachampu of Ka- 

up again here, being put in the mouth of a Daivajna; and this 

is immediately followed by another similar laudatory estimate 

of the poet’s talents, which is given as that of a sabhyasya Sah* 

k aravarmanah. In the third Act there is inserted a ndtaka of 

Bharataeharya, called SUdsvayamvara (pp. 58-85), which 

is represented by Kohala’s troupe in presence of B. ä v a n a, 

with the object of diverting his mind from the contemplation 
of his love-sorrows! Regarding the SUdsvayarnvara, see the 

account in the Sdhityadar pana, § 279, p. 127. 

* Quoted also by Hemachandra in his PrdJcrit Gram- 

war, IY. 283 ; see Aufrecht, Catal. p. 180a. 

t The Rdmdbhyudovya is quoted as early as by Dhanika 

(Dasardpa, p. 42): also a Banumanndtaka {ibid. p. 61), which 

however, is perhaps only another name for the Mahdndtaka. 

There is still another of the dramas quoted in the Sdhityadar- 

pana that may be included in our list, namely the Bdlachcvrita, 

as in the quotation made from it in that work (§ 346, p. 148), 

according to the account in Ballantyne’s translation (p. 201)’ 

Bhärgava speaks toEama. 
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vichandra was not composed till after the date 

of the Sdhityaclarpana (Aufrecht, 211 5). The 

Abhiramamanindtaha dates (according to Wilson 

II. 395, Anfrecht, 1375) from the year 1599 a.d. 

The JDutangada of Sri-Subhafca appears also 

(Wilson, IL 390 ; Aufrecht, 1395) to he a modern 

production, composed by order of the Mahärä- 

jad.hiraja sri T r i b h u v an ap a 1 a d e v a 

for the pilgrimage to the temple of Deva-sri- 

Kumärapäla. Hall (Introduction to the Dasarü- 

•po, p. 30) mentions also a drama called Amogha- 

Raghava, which he had found quoted from, and one 

called Chokkanätha’s JdnaMparinaya, which 

he had himself looked into. The Rdmachandrodaya 

of Purushottama (Aufrecht, 20lß) probably 

also belongs to this category. 

I might now mention also, in conclusion, those 

works which, in a greater or less degree, treat of 

the worship of the Rama sects. But I will not go 

into this part of the subject, partly because I am 

able to refer, for information on it, to my Abh. über 

die Rdma-Tapaniya- JJpanishad (Berlin, 1864),* and 

partly because a more detailed treatment of the 

quite modern literature of this description, which 

* la that treatise (1.47) the version of the Rdmacharita closes 
with the return from Lanka to Ayodhya: no notice is 

taken of the later incidents in B, ama’s history till his final 
entrance into heaven with all that belonged to him (I. 93 • conf. 
Uttaralcdnda, 114 and 115). 
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is connected with the names of Ramanuja* 

and Ramanandaf would certainly lead us too 

far a-field. I will mention here only the Adbhutot- 

tarakdnda (see Verz. der Berl. S. H. p. 123-127), 

since it clearly makes a direct reference to the 

Rdmdyana. 

Let us briefly sum up the results of our investi¬ 

gation. 

1. The earliest indigenous testimonies to the 

existence of a Rdmdyana date from about the third 

or fourth century of our era. 

2. Considering the present extent of the work 

(about 24,00Oslohas), and the great diversity found 

in the numerous recensions, it is impossible to 

pronounce a judgment, with anything approaching 

to certainty, regarding the original condition of the 

text. In the existing condition of the text, how¬ 

ever, we find unmistakeable indications that the 

influence of Greece upon India was already firmly 

established. 

3. Seeing that the earliest form of the story told 

in the Rdmdyana as we find it, namely, in the 

Buddhist legend, J knows nothing of the abduc- 

* About tbe middle of the twelfth century (precise date 1127 

A.D.), according to Wilson, Select Works, I. 35ff.; Aufrecht, 

Oatalogus, p. 285b, 286a. 

t End of the fourteenth century, Wilson, Select Works, I. 

46ff. 

J The circumstance that in this legend S 11 a appears as the 
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tion of Sit a by Ray ana, or of the siege of 

Lanka, it is possible that, in the addition of these 

two elements by Vä 1 miki, we should recognise 

the influence of an acquaintance with the Homeric 

saga-cycle, just as other stories belonging to the 

cycle have found their way into the Buddhist 

legend. 

4. It is uncertain whether the Vaishnava bias 

which characterises the Udmdyana, as we possess 

itv and which has done so, according to the testi¬ 

mony of the literature on the subject, for a long 

time back, belonged to the poem originally; but 

it is clear that the presence of this bias is due to the 

endeavour of the author to avail himself of national 

legends and the heroic figures of national tradition, 

and to make use of these, in the interest of the 

Brahmanical theology, as an antidote to Buddhism. 

5. *It is certainly at least possible that Wheeler 

is right when he refers the conflict with the R a k- 

s h a s a s in Ceylon to anti-Buddhist tendencies. 

6. It is uncertain in how far the story of 

Rama and S i t a, as contained in its earliest form 

sister of Rama, and becomes bis wife only at tbe close of the 

exile, probably finds its counterpart in the Ramdyana in the 

representation that during the entire period of the exile (and in 

fact throughout the poem) she remains without children. It is 

only when we come to the IJttarakdnda that we hear of her 

being a mother.—For a different and singular view of this 
circumstance, see Wheeler, p. 652. 
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in the Dakaratha-3ataJca, may have a historical 

germ, or whether even that earliest version may 

not also have had as its groundwork, in addition 

to such a germ, what Y a 1 m i k i has undoubtedly 

interwoven into his representation of the story, 

namely, the adoration of a demigod, hearing the 

name of Rama, and regarded as the guardian of 

agriculture, but hindered in his beneficent activity 

by a temporary exile (possibly the Winter ?), and 

also of the field-furrow deified under the name.of 

s i t a. 

7. The extreme mildness, which iß the prominent 

feature in Rama’s character as represented, by 

Y a 1 m l k i, is in this form an inheritance from the 

Buddhist legend.* It is possible that, in the course 

of time, Christian elements may also have found 

their way into the representation (S a b a r i, S a m- 

b uka, &c.) 

8. Yälmiki appears to have belonged to a 

school of the Yajurveda, the sagas of which he has 

interwoven into his narrative (angardga, Janaka, 

Asvapati); and we may conclude that his birth¬ 

place was probably somewhere in the neighbour¬ 

hood of A y o d h y a. 

* The circumstance, too, that the Ram a-worship has never 

degenerated, either like that of Krishna into sensual ex¬ 

cesses, or like that of S i v a into bloody orgies, is undoubtedly 

due to the earnest moral tone which as a beneficium ab origins* 

it preserves as a heritage from the same source. 
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As the version of the Attanagalnvahscb by D’Al- 

wis is rarely to be met with, I subjoin an extract 

from that work (p. 176 ff.), containing the sub¬ 

stance of the Dasaraiha-Jdtaka. This is evidently 

based, in part at least, on a metrical version of 

the story ; and the verse quoted at the close, about 

the 16,000 years that Rama reigned after his 

happy return from exile, has an almost exact 

counterpart in the Rdmdydna itself (though the 

number of years there is only 11,000), as well as in 

several of the Rama legends in the Mahdbhdrata. 

And it is very possible that an acquaintance with 

the whole of the Pali text, which is therefore greatly 

to be desired, might bring to light still further 

coincidences of a similar nature. 

“ In afore times there was atBaranes a king 

named Dasaratha. He reigned righteously, 

free from the four causes of agati (favour, anger, 

fear, and ignorance). His queen-consort, who was 

at the head of 16,000 wives, became the mother of 

two sons and a daughter. The eldest was called 

Rama pandit (Doctor), the second was named 

Lakkhana, and the daughter Sit a-de vi. Some 

time afterwards the queen-consort died. Upon 

this event the king was afflicted for some time ; 

and being consoled by his ministers he performed 

what was necessary to be done, and married an- 

10* r 
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other queen. She bore him love and affection, and 

in process of time conceived and bore him a son 

(laddhagabbhaparihdrd). He was named prince 

Bharat a.# From the love which he bore to 

the son, the king' said to the queen, “ Hear (bhad- 

da), I shall confer a boon; accept (it).” Behaving 

as having accepted it,j* or as if she were pleased 

at it, she (was silent for a time) and went up to 

the king (one day), when the boy was seven or 

eight years of age, and said to the king: “ Please 

your majesty, a boon was conferred by you upon 

my son ; give it to him now.” “ Hear, take it,” 

replied the king. “ Sire, give the kingdom to my 

son.” The king snapping his fingers wrathfully 

said : “ Wretch (vasali), I have two sons as re¬ 

splendent as two flames of fire, and dost thou wish 

me to kill them and give the kingdom to thy son?” 

(Whereupon) terrified, she quietly entered her bed¬ 

chamber. On subsequent days (nevertheless) she 

repeatedly asked the king to bestow the very king¬ 

dom (on her son). The king, still refusing her 

the boon, and reflecting “that women were un- 

* D’Alwis lias Baratha throughout. 

f yahitan (gah-?) katva tfyapetva,—“ behaving as if (she 

had) accepted it; i.e. inducing him by her manner to believe 

that she would accept the offer hereafter” (the gerund, tha- 

petv&, has usually the meaning praeter: properly, “ putting 
aside”). 
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grateful and envious, and that, either by means of 

forged writings. (kutajpanna),* or by means of a 

dishonest bribe (kutalancha), the queen might pro¬ 

cure the death of his sons,” caused them to be 

summoned (to his presence), communicated the 

same (his misgivings) to them, and said: “ Children, 

some calamity might befall you if you live here ; go 

(therefore) to a foreign country or to the woods, 

return at the time of my funeral obsequies (clhit- 

makdle), and assume the sovereignty to which you 

are lineally entitled.” So saying, he sent for as¬ 

trologers (nimittaJca), and inquired of them how 

long he would live; and having learned that he 

would live a further period of twelve years, said: 

“ Sons, return after twelve years from hence, and 

ascend the throne.” The princes, saying “Well,’’ 

saluted the king, and went down the mansion 

weeping. Sita-devi (hearing this) said : “ I too 

will go with my brothers,” saluted the king and 

proceeded with them weeping.t 

These three persons, accompanied with a large 

* With reference to this word, conf. Ind. Streifen, II. 337-9- 

In addition to the passages quoted there regarding letters and 

the like, numerous proofs are to be found inBuddhaghosa’s 

commentary on the JDhobmmajpada: see Fausböll, pp. 217, 221, 

235, 240, 245, 265-8,417. 

f In this respect the demeanour of the M&dri-devi in the 

Vessantara-Jataha (see Hardy: Manual, p. 117) corresponds 

much more closely with the account in the Raman/ana. 
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retinue, left (tlie city), and dismissing them (after they 

had gone some distance) gradually reached H i m a- 

y a n t a, and built a dwelling in a locality which 

had the advantage of water and herbs, and abound¬ 

ed with various fruits; and living on them they 

dwelt there. Pandit [sic!] Lakkhana and 

his sister S i t ä supplicated Rama, and obtained 

his consent (to the following proposal) : “You 

stand to Us in the position of a father, therefore 

tarry you here, we shall fetch herbs and fruits and 

maintain you.” 

Prom thence Rama was altogether at home, and 

the others nourished him with herbs and fruits. 

Whilst they were thus dwelling, king Dasaratha, 

owing to the grief for his sons, died (a premature 

death) in the ninth year (after the departure of his 

sons). His queen, after the rites of cremation, 

said: “ Give the kingdom (chatta) to my own son, 

prince Bharat a.” The ministers, saying, “Those 

who are entitled to the kingdom are in the forest,” 

did not comply. (Whereupon) prince Bharata, 

(resolving)—“ I will bring my brother Rama 

from the woods and will set him upon the throne,” 

proceeded with the four-bodied army and the five¬ 

fold royal insignia (pancha rajakakudhabhanda) * to 

the locality where Rama dwelt; and pitching their 

* Conf. Fausböll, Dhammapada, p. 222 (where r&jalakuda- 

bha/hda). 
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tents near near it, B li a r a t a with several ministers 

went to liis residence at a time when Lakkhana 

and S 11 a had gone to the wood's. He met Rama 

at the door of his residence, in the enjoyment of 

health, and quietly seated like a firm golden statue. 

Having accosted him and taken his respectful dis¬ 

tance, B h a r a t a informed him of the news regard¬ 

ing the king, and wept with his ministers, falling 

down at the feet of Rama. But Rama neither 

wept nor sorrowed. In him there was not the slight¬ 

est emotion.* In the evening, whilst Bharat a 

was (yet) weeping, the other two returned with 

herbs and fruits. 

Whereupon Rama (thus) pondered:—“These 

are children. They have not, as I have, the wisdom 

of jpariganhana.f If at once it be said to them, 

Your father is dead, unable to bear the grief, their 

hearts will be rent. I shall (therefore) by some 

device get them to descend into the water, and 

shall then cause the intelligence to be conveyed (to 

them).” He then, pointing to a pond opposite to 

them, spoke in a couplet thus : “You have come 

very late, let this be a punishment for you. Get 

down into this water and stand. Lakkhana 

and Sifca,' come ye both (ettJia LaJcJchana Stta cha) 

* Contrast Bdmayana, II. 103, 3ff. 

f The wisdom of taking things easy, of accepting all things 

with complaisance, of submitting to every condition of life. 
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and descend into tlie water.” They at once de¬ 

scended and stood (as desired) ; when, communi¬ 

cating to them the (sad) intelligence, Rama gave 

utterance to the remaining couplet:—“ This Bha- 

rata says thus :—‘ King Dasarathais dead.’ ” 

The moment they heard the intelligence of their 

father’s death they became insensible. It was again 

conveyed to them, and they again became insen¬ 

sible. When they had thus fainted for the third 

time, his ministers raised and lifted them up from 

the water, and set them down on the ground. After 

they had recovered, all of them reciprocated their 

grief, and wept and bewailed. B h a r a t a (how¬ 

ever) pondering,—“ This brother Lakkhana and 

sister S i t a, from the moment they heard the intel¬ 

ligence of their father’s death, are unable to restrain 

their grief; but Rama sorrows not and weeps not: 

I shall, therefore, inquire of him the cause of his 

non-sorrowing”— uttered the second stanza for the 

(purpose of) that inquiry :— 

“ Having heard the death of a father, sorrow 

distresses thee not (na tan jpasakati) * Rama. By 

what power ('pabhdva)■ dost thou not grieve for that 

which should be grieved for ?” 

Rama then addressing him thus explained the 

reason why he sorrowed not: 

* Withpasakkaticom'p&reparisak'kati, Fausböll, Dluimmap. 

cccxxxi. 3, 6, and \Zshvakk in Westergaard j especially my 

treatise on Eala, Appendix v. 51, 59. 
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1-—“If a person by great grief cannot protect 

(;pdlitum) a thing, wherefore should a wise (vinnu) 

and discreet (medhavi) man distress himself p 

2. —“The young as well as (dahard cha) the old, 

the ignorant as well as the wise, and the poor as 

well as the rich—all are (alike) subject to death 

(machchupardyana). 

3. —“ The ripe fruit is ever in danger of dropping 

down ('papatand) ; so likewise man that is born (of 

a woman) is always in danger of death. 

4. —“ Many people are seen in the morning (of 

whom) some disappear in the evening (sdvam), (and 

again) many people are seen in the evening (of 

whom) some disappear in the morning. 

5. —“ If a stupid person, who weeps afflicting 

himself, can derive any profit (kirhchid attham), 

then indeed should the wise man do the same (kai- 

ramenan [?] vichakkhana)■ 

6. —“ He who torments himself (attanam attano) 

(by sorrow) becomes lean and (colourless) cheer¬ 

less ; by sorrow (tend) the dead are not saved (na 

pdlenti) : it is vain (niratthd) (therefore) to weep. 

7. — “ As a house (saranam) involved inflames is 

extinguished with water, so likewise the steady, 

well-informed, intelligent and learned man speedily „ 

destroys the sorrow that is begotten (the felt sorrow), 

as the wind (drives away a tuft of) cotton. 

8. —“ Alone is man (eho va machcho) born in a 
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family—alone does lie depart; tlie cliief end of tlie 

enjoyment of all beings is tbeir very association 

together (for a time) (sariiyogaparamattho va sam- 

bhogd savvapdninaih). 

9. —“ Wherefore the heart ([hadayammanam did) 

of the wise and well-informed, who sees both this 

and the world to come (passato imam dia jparam 

cha loham), and who knows the dhamma* (anndya, 

i. e. djndya dhammam) is not inflamed even by 

exceeding great sorrow. 

10. —“ Thus, I who know' exactly what should be 

done shall, seeing and enjoying (so ’liam dassam dm 

bholchham did) nourish (my) relations, and protect 

all the rest.” 

The attendants who heard this sermon of Pan¬ 

dit Rama, declaring the transientness of things, 

were consoled. Afterwards princeBharata, sa¬ 

luting Rama, said: “Accept the kingdom of 

B ar anasi.” 

“ Child, take Lakkhana and S i t a and rule 

the kingdom.” 

“ (Why not) your Highness ?” 

* Nature of all things, especially the eight realities of life • 

namely (as p. 176)— 

Labho alabho ayaso yaso cha nindd pasarhsd cha sukhaih 

cha duhliham. | 

Ete cha dhammd manusesu nichcham. . . . 
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Child, my father said to me: ‘Assume the 

kingdom by returning after twelve years.’ If I go 

now, I would not be acting np to his word. I shall 

therefore go after the expiration of the remaining 

three years.” 

“Who will reign until then ?” 

“ Do ye.” 

“We cannot.” 

Then (saying) “ Until I come, these shoes* 

will reign,” he took out his shoes made of grass 

(straw), and gave them (to Bharat a.) Those 

three people, taking the shoes, and saluting the 

Pandit, went with their retinue to Bäranasi. 

The shoes reigned for three years. The ministers, 

placing the straw shoes on the throne, administered 

justice. Whenever they committed an act of in¬ 

justice, the shoes struck each other. From that 

warning (sign) they reheard the case. But whenever 

they adjudicated justly, the shoes remained silent. 

The Pandit, after the expiration of the three 

years, left the wood, and, having reached B ärä - 

nasi, entered the royal park. The princes, learning 

his arrival, entered the park attended with ministers, 

installed Sit a (into the office of) queen-consort, 

and performed the ceremony of consecration on both. 

The Maha satta who had been thus consecrated 

* See Bdm. II. 112, 21ff. Schl., 123.16ff. Gorr.; Zeit, d, Deut 

Morgenl. Gesellsch. XIY. 267, 268. 

11 r 
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ascended an ornamented carriage, entered the city 

with a large retinue, and, after receiving reveren¬ 

tial salntation, ascended the npper story of his 

magnificent mansion called Sttkandaka. From 

thence he reigned righteously for 16,000 years and 

. went to heaven. 

das a v assasaJiassdni sat (him vassasatdni cha \ 

kambugwo* mahdbdhu Udmo rajjam ahdro,yif \\. 

* “ Of golden neck’*; here kcmihugivo means ‘a heck like 

a golden drum,’ kambu being used to express gold (!); for 

the true explanation see Böhtlingk-Roth, s. v. As an epithet 

given to R äma in the Rdm. I. 1. 11, Y. 32. 10. 

t The Sanskrit form of this verse differs only in the .third 

pada, and, as already remarked above, in this respect also, 

that only ten hundred years are spoken of, instead of sixty 

hundred (making therefore altogether only 11,000 years instead 

of 16,000); but as regards the remainder there is perfect 
identity. In the Sanskrit version the sentence runs as fol¬ 
lows :— 

daia varshasahasrdni dasa varshasatdni cha | 

. Rdmo rdjyarh akdrayat. |): 
This is how if occurs in the last chapter of the Rdmdyana 

(Book YI.) in A (päda 3 ; vitas okabhayakrodho) in C. (päda 
3: evarizgunasamdyukto), and in the Bombay edition, YI. 

130, 104, in which likewise, strange to say, only padas 1 and 4 

are found); it does not occur irTGorr. at all. Further, in the * 

Mahdbhdr. YII. 2244, (päda 3 : sarvabhütamanahkdnto). XII. 

954 (päda 3; Ayodhyddhipatir bhütvd). Hariv. 2354 (päda 3 ; 
Ayodhydydm ayodhydydm). In the Mahdbh. III. 11219, the 
second hemistich runs somewhat differently; rdjyam kdritavdn 

Rdmas tatah sva{r)bhavcmam gatah.—The first hemistich 

recurs also in the first chapter of the Ram., and indeed in the 
•frhole of the texts in Schlegel (1.1, 93) and Gofres. (I. 1, 100), 

also in the editions of Serampore, I. (1. 114) and of Bombay 
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Buddha having delivered this sermon, applied 

(samodhdnesi) the Jataka to the matter in hand : 

and after the explanation of the four verities, the 

husbandman* attained the path. Dasaratha 

of that period is now king Suddhodana; the 

mother (of Rama), Ma hä may a, Sit a, Rjl - 
A 

hulamätä, Bharat a, Ananda, Lakkha- 

na, Sariputta, the retinne, the attendants of 

Buddha; and ßäma [am] I.” 

[Prof. Weber adds a second Excursus, giving the various 
readings of the following passages :—a—Rdmdyana, I. 1, 86-93 
Schl.; ß—VI. 113, 1-11 Gorr.; y—VII. 106, 7114; b—Ma- 

hdbhdrata, XII. 944-955 ; e—VII. 2224-47; and £—Hari- 
vansa, 2343-58.] 

(I. 1, 97), and in A B 0 ; and it is found in combination with 

the following second hemistich, which, in accordance with the 

context in which it occurs, is regarded as prophetic :— 

Rdmo rdjyam wpdsyd ’sau brahmalokam gamishyati. 

The various readings in which are—for u/pdsya, updsyeha, Ser., 

updsitvd, Schl. Bomb.; Rdmo rdjyam updsritya ’sau B. sec. 

m. for brahmaloham—vishnulolcam, ABO. Ser., bramalolcdn, 

Bomb., and for gamishyati—praydsyati, Schl. Bomb. 

* This refers to Buddha’s telling the story of R ä m a (as 

the introduction of the Jdtaha informs us) for the comfort of 

a husbandman who had lost his father, and who, “ overcome 

with grief, left off all his avocations and began to lament” ; the 

story is told as an example from the olden time :—“ wise men 

of old, who knew the eight realities of life (attha lokadhamma) 

did not at all sorrow on the death of a parent.” We are pro¬ 

bably to find here therefore “ a test of true Buddhism.” This 

subject was undoubtedly a favourite theme in Buddhist preach¬ 

ing ; compare on this point the legend (in Fausböll, Dhammap. 

pp. 359, 360) of the father mourning over the death of his son, 

Sis also the legend ofXisagotami.( vide supra, p. 28 n.). 
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Note by the Translator. 

Professor Weber contributes to tbe Literarisches 

GentraTblatt of 30th Dee. 1871, a notice of “ The 

Dasaratha-J atalca, being the Bnddhist story of King 

Rama; the original Pali text, with a translation 

and notes by V. Fansböll, Kopenhagen, 1871.” In 

this notice, referring to the fact that the account 

furnished by D’ Alwis had already shown that one 

of the verses of the Dasaratha-J atalca was repro¬ 

duced in the Rdmdyana, Weber quotes his oWn con¬ 

jecture (ante, p. 113), that “ an acquaintance with 

the whole of the Pali text might bring to light still 

further coincidences of a similar nature.” This 

conjecture, he here saySj has been fully confirmed. 

According to Fansböll, there are two other verses in 

this Buddhist version which are found also in the 

Rdmdyana ; for although the parallel is not so close 

as to be a word for word reproduction, yet the 

verses are identically the same in substance as 

those in the Pali text. These are, v. 5 of the 

Dasaratha-J atalca found in Rdmdyana, II. 105, 15 

(Schlegel and also in the corresponding chap¬ 

ters in Gorresio and Carey-Marshman); and v. 10 

in Ram. II. 108. 3 (Schlegel, and in both the 

other editions). And it is further worthy of notice 

that both the remaining portion of Ram. II. 105 

contains several additional distinct allusions to the 

words of the Pali text, and that the verse of the 
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Ed may ana which corresponds to the 10th verse of 

the Dasaratha-Jataha is put into the month of 

J a b a 1 i, who is represented in the Brahmanical 

poem as the representative of the n ä s t i k a - 

wisdom, and whose words give occasion to R a - 

m a ’s sharp retort and to his well-known attack 

upon B n d d h a— 

yatha hi corah as tathd hi Buddhas, tathd- 

yatam ndstiham atra viddhi. 

It is true, says Weber, that Schlegel has cast 

suspicion upon the authenticity of this passage; but 

whether he was justified in doing so appears at 

least questionable in the light of the new informa¬ 

tion we have on the subject. At all events the 

whole of this section of the Bdmdyana has noAv 

acquired special importance ; and a collation of all 

the available manuscripts of the same is therefore 

greatly to be desired. 

11 *r 
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